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ABSTRACT
Particle Dynamics Modeling of
Boundary Effects in Granular Couette Flow
by
Hyeong-Jin Kim
This study provides insights in understanding boundary effects on the flow of dry
granular materials composed of identical, smooth, inelastic spheres between parallel,
bumpy walls in the absence of gravity. The results of this study are useful in providing a
basis upon which developing theories can be modified as well as substantiating previous
and current experiments. This in turn has a major importance in many industries which are
concerned with handling of particulates, such as coal, mineral processing, powder
metallurgy, and agriculture.
The particle dynamics or discrete element method is used to model this flow, thereby
providing a means of obtaining macroscopic information from the detailed particle-level
multi-body dynamics. A shearing flow is induced by allowing the upper and lower walls to
move with the same constant velocity in opposite directions. The wall geometry is
characterized by several parameters - the spacing between the wall half-spheres and their
geometric arrangement, diameter ratio of the wall to flow spheres, shear gap height and
particle inelasticity measured by a constant normal restitution coefficient. Boundary
roughness is either increased or decreased by appropriately adjusting the spacing between
wall half-spheres or by changing the diameter ratio.
For "small" systems, a large stress drop occurs for deuce flows when the wall
particles are tightly packed. In this case, a layered shearing flow is present. However, as
the shear gap height is increased while maintaining the same wall conditions, the stress
drop does not occur.
Computed wall stress components and slip velocities are very sensitive to boundary
parameters. The ratio of shear to normal wall stresses is found to be independent of shear
gap heights for fixed wall conditions. As wall roughness increases or flow particles
become more elastic, slip velocity decreases thereby reducing the effectiveness of the
walls in supplying momentum to the flow. A pronounced reduction in slip velocity is
observed with increasing wall roughness for relatively elastic particles.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The work is focused on understanding boundary effects on dry granular materials
composed of identical and inelastic spheres flowing between parallel, bumpy walls
in the absence of gravity. The particle dynamics method, which is an outgrowth of
molecular dynamics computations prevalent in statistical physics, is used to study
this flow and provides a means of obtaining macroscopic information from the
detailed particle-level multi-body dynamics.
The computational cell is composed of periodic boundaries in two directions
while the upper and lower walls have constant parallel velocities U and -U,
respectively. The moving walls are made bumpy or roughened by affixing half-
spheres to them. In contrast to uniform shearing flow simulations which are models
to study the behavior of granular materials in a shearing layer without boundaries,
the present work incorporates roughened boundaries and attempts to analyze how
these boundaries affects computed wall stresses and slip velocities. The results of
this study are useful in providing a basis upon which developing theories can be
modified as well as substantiating previous and current experiments. This in turn has
a major importance in many industries which are concerned with handling of
particulates, such as coal, mineral processing, glass, powder metallurgy, and
agriculture. In addition, the results are relevant to natural geophysical flows, such as
avalanches and rock slides.
A uniform shearing flow code was obtained via a technology transfer arrange-
ment. The primary purpose of this code, developed by Drs. Otis Walton and Robert
Braun of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Livermore, California) was to
study uniform shearing flows. Modifications were made to the code by allowing for
1
2the partitioning of the computational cell into zones or strips parallel to the shearing
direction. A boundary was developed to create the computational Couette cell hav-
ing upper and lower rough walls, allowing for both square and triangular
arrangements. A major alteration in the computation of velocity profile was affected
in which mean zone velocities were used to construct a piecewise linear velocity pro-
file through the shear gap thickness. This is necessary and appropriate for the Couette
flow studied here in order to correctly compute the particles' deviatoric (or fluctua-
tion) velocities. All modifications and changes were checked by comparing
computations with existing data where available. This included verification of the
known behavior that the stresses vary as the square of the shear rate.
1.2 Kinetic Theories for a Flow of Granular Materials
In general, a granular material is defined as an assembly of discrete solid particles in
an interstitial fluid. Sand, coal and ceramic powders are examples of granular materials.
The flow of granular materials has been the major subject of experimental, numerical
and theoretical modeling because an understanding of such flows can be great benefit
not only in industrial processes such as slurry pipelines, fluidized beds, pneumatic
transport lines and materials handling equipment, but also in the study of geophysical
flows such as rockfalls, snow avalanches, etc. However it is extremely difficult to
understand the behavior of a granular flow because of the complexity of the flow
properties of granular materials and the difficulty of measuring macroscopic quantities
such as granular temperature and the stress tensor.
Most of the studies in granular flows have concentrated on two limiting flow
regimes called the "quasi-static regime" and the "grain-inertia regime" termed by
Bagnold (1). At high solids packing fractions and low shear rates, granular materials
generally do not flow as individual particles but as groups of particles. Hence particles
are in close rubbing contact in the "quasi-static regime". In this flow regime, stresses
3are mainly generated by the continuous contacts between particles. For a rapidly
sheared granular .flow, on the other hand, interparticle collisions occur due to the
relative velocity between neighboring particles. These collisions between particles
transfer momentum and contribute to the generation of stresses in a granular flow. As
solids packing fractions and shear rates increase, the dominant effects arise from nearly
instantaneous interparticle collisions, which induce random particle fluctuation
velocities and spins. The energy associated with the velocity fluctuations has been
expressed in terms of the "granular temperature". In a dry granular flow, momentum is
transferred by a combination of particle translation and particle collisions.
In recent years several researchers have developed theories patterned after
Bagnold's grain-inertia regime. Savage and Jeffrey (2), Shen and Ackerman (3), Jenkins
and Savage (4), Ahmadi and Shahinpoor (5), Lun et al. (6), and Jenkins and Richman
(7) have developed theories for the rapid flow of granular materials assuming binary
collisions and extending the techniques employed in the kinetic theory of dense gases
to macroscopic particles. However there are significant differences between the
collisions of macroscopic particles and the collisions of molecules. The most important
difference is that a significant portion of the incident kinetic energy involved in particle
collisions is lost from the macroscopic system, while molecular interactions conserve
energy. Inelastic particles lose kinetic energy with every collision until they approaches
a state with no relative velocity between them. In the absence of gravity, such a system
would eventually approach a state in which the particles are merely "floating" inside the
system. This means that such a system approaches a state of zero momentum transfer or
absolute zero "granular temperature". For this reason, no stress generation
corresponding to the relative velocities between particles occur in the system. This is
the "equilibrium" state for inelastic particles. However the equilibrium state described
above is of little practically interest. In the granular material at nonequilibrium state, on
the other hand, fluctuations of the mean flow occur and this causes interparticle
4collisions. In order for a system to exist in a steady state with non-zero granular
temperature, energy must be continuously supplied to the system. In general, these
flows are not in equilibrium since the granular temperature is not constant throughout
the flow regime. When the system reaches a steady state, several macroscopic
quantities, such as granular temperature and stresses, which are developed in the system
due to velocity fluctuations (i.e., kinetic contribution) and particle collisions (i.e.,
collisional or potential contribution), are in converged state. This means that the energy
supplied through the boundary equals to the energy dissipated by the inelastic collisions
between particles.
In a uniform shear flow, it is assumed that solid particles are uniformly distributed
and shear rates are constant throughout the shear gap, and that particle velocity
fluctuations for perfectly elastic collisions are randomly distributed in all directions.
This random distribution of velocity fluctuations satisfies the principal of equipartition
of kinetic energy. (Reif (8)). For example, consider any N particles of the system. The
total deviatoric kinetic energy of the system containing perfectly smooth particles will
be 3N squared terms of the form
1	 3L 2 m (u
2 +v2 +w2) = -2NkT
where u, v and w are the components of deviatoric velocity about mean shear field, k
is the Boltzman constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin scale. For perfectly elastic
collisions,
u = v = w
and hence each degree of freedom contributing to the kinetic energy of a particle
contributes —I kT to the total deviatoric kinetic energy of a particle. On the other hand,2
P1 =  
Pxx — Pyy
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highly inelastic collisions in the dilute limit significantly affect the macroscopic
behavior of assemblies of granular materials and do not readily transfer energy to other
directions, and the resulting non-equipartition of kinetic energy in various degrees of
freedom results in an anisotropic normal stress distribution. The reason for this is that
an artificial shear field is imposed in the x direction, and there are no boundary effects
in a uniform shear flow. At low solids packing fraction, the component of the mean
deviatoric velocity in the shear direction is expected to be higher than those of other
components due to highly inelastic collisions between particles. Furthermore the mean
free path, the distance which a particle can move freely until it collides with other
particles, is large compared with the particle diameter and hence the kinetic mode is the
dominant mechanism for momentum transfer. Therefore the contribution to the stress
tensor due to the component of velocity fluctuations in shear direction is much greater
than other contributions due to the component of velocity fluctuations in non-shear
directions.
However as the solids packing fraction increases, the mean free path decreses and
hence the close rubbing contacts between particles occur more frequently. Therefore in
the dense limit, the dominant mechanism for momentum transfer is the collisional mode
due to interactions between particles. This causes isotropy in normal stress distributions
since the contribution to the stress tensor due to an anisotropic distribution of velocity
fluctuations is neglegible. The degree of anisotropy in normal stress distributions, the
first and second normal stress differences are often used. They are given by,
6P —Pyy 	 zz
P2 	 p
where Pte, Pyy and Pzz are normal stresses in x, y and z directions, and the mean
pressure is defined as,
Pxx P yy P z z
P — 	 3
Unlike a uniform shear flows, boundary-driven granular flows are much more
complicated because they include boundary effects. Momentum is transferred from
moving boundaries to flow particles and hence no artificial shear is imposed. A flow
with boundaries has several parameters which critically affect computed quantities.
One of these quantities is slip velocity on a boundary. The expression for slip velocity
is given by
V U — v=slip U
where U is the velocity of wall and v is the velocity of the particle layer near wall. Slip
velocity is expected to decrease as solids packing fraction increases, and as spacing
between boundary particles increases, and as particles become elastic.
1.3 Previous Research: Theory and Experiment
One of the first studies of granular shear flows of inelastic spheres was done by B agnold
(19). He distinguished three different flow regimes which he termed the
"macroviscous", "transitional" and "grain inertia regime". In the "macroviscous
regime", both the viscous effects of an interstitial fluid and the interactions between
solids particles determine the behavior of the granular flow. Shear and normal stresses
7generated in this flow are linearly proportional to the shear rate. In the "grain inertia
regime", major effects are due to particle interactions. The "transitional regime" is the
intermediate state between the macroviscous and the grain inertia regime.
In order to examine the behavior of the granular flow, Bagnold investigated the
collisions between neutrally buoyant spheres suspended in water contained in the
annular space between two concentric cylinders. An inner cylinder was fixed and an
outer cylinder was rotated in the experiments. In order to obtain a uniform distribution
of solid particles by balancing particle density against the fluid density, he used
neutrally buoyant uniform particles, consisting of droplets of a mixture of paraffin wax
and lead stearate.He found that the stresses increased as solids packing fractions
increased, and that momentum transfer is dominated by the inelastic particles, and that
the effect of water upon the generation of stresses is negligible. It was argued that both
the shear and normal stresses vary as the square of shear rate at high shear rates which
are assumed to be uniform throughout the shear gap. He explained this behavior by
noting that the collision frequency should increase linearly with the shear rate and that
the relative velocity of particles should also increase with the shear rate. This rule has
been confirmed for dry granular materials by Savage and Sayed (9), Hanes (10), Hanes
and Inman (11), and by computer simulations of Campbell and Brennen (12), and
Walton and Braun (13).
Bagnold further deduced that the stresses in steady shear flow should vary with the
square of the particle size and linearly with the material density of particles. However,
his explanations about the stress dependence on the square of shear rate indicate that
stresses should vanish at certain locations of the granular shear flow where the shear rate
is zero. But in a real granular flow, interactions between particles at these locations may
still exist due to enduring contact forces between particles, or due to impulsive forces in
collisions resulting from the fluctuations of the particle velocity. Bagnold did not
consider these velocity fluctuations.
8Bagnold's simple flow model of the grain inertia regime was improved by
McTigue (14). McTigue also assumed that particle velocity fluctuations do not
contribute to the net momentum transfer, and that the effect of interstitial fluid was
negligible and hence momentum transfer is only due to elastic collisions of solid
particles. He attempted to predict the behavior of granular materials by considering
uniform spheres in a two dimensional granular shear flow. Although he shows that the
stresses depend upon the square of the shear rate, the predicted stresses are much lower
than Bagnold's measurements and the dependence of the stress upon solids packing
fractions is not well represented.
One of the researchers who introduced a granular temperature which is associated
with the mean kinetic energy of the particle velocity fluctuations is Ogawa (15). He
proposed a balance law for this temperature by considering inelastic and frictional
particle collisions and by neglecting the rotational motion. Assuming an isotropic and
constant fluctuation velocity, he obtained stresses that contained no undetermined
constants. These simplications to the fluctuation velocity greatly reduced the
computational work. However many assumptions were needed to model the collisions
and to carry out the averaging.
Savage and Jeffrey (2) expanded the analysis of Bagnold (1) by considering
identical particles subjected to a rapid mean shear. They assumed that the particles were
smooth, hard, elastic spheres andexpressed the stress as an integral containing
probability distributionfunctions for the velocities of the particles. In their theory, the
relative velocity between colliding particles was allowed to be random. The importance
of the mean deformation was reflected in the anisotropy of the distribution function
which was proposed to govern the probability of collisions between pairs of particles.
They calculated the components of the mean stress that result from the exchange of
momentum in collisions for perfectly elastic particles.
9Jenkins and Savage (4) further improved upon the theory of Savage and Jeffrey (2)
by focusing on an idealized granular material comprised of identical, smooth and nearly
elastic spheres. They derived integral expressions for the stress, energy flux and rate of
dissipation due to collisions of particles using the probability distribution functions for
the velocity of a single particle and for binary collisions.
Shen and Ackermann (3) also attempted to predict the experimental results of
Bagnold (1). Their theory accounts for the dissipation caused by the interstitial fluid as
well as the material properties of the solid particles such as the coefficient of restitution
and surface friction coefficient. Shen and Ackermann (16) also derived constitutive
equations for a granular flow of identical and frictional disks. They obtained stresses as
the average rate of momentum transfer across a surface due to the interparticle collisions
assuming that binary collisions would be the major mechanism for momentum transfer.
Their results show that solids packing fractions significantly affect the stresses in
granular shear flow. In their theory, the anisotropic collision distribution on the surface
of disks due to the mean flow gradient is quantified.
Lun et al. (6) developed the kinetic theory for a granular flow of uniform, smooth
and inelastic spherical particles by considering instantaneous binary collisions between
particles. They showed that the shear and normal stresses increase monotonically with
increasing solids packing fraction when the collisional contribution becomes dominant,
and that the stresses have high values at low solids packing fractions when only the
kinetic contributions are considered. Lun et al.'s predicted stresses in a simple shear
flow are much higher than those of Ogawa (15).
Jenkins and Richman (17) considered an inelastic collision between two identical,
smooth circular disks with a constant coefficient of restitution that accounts for the
energy dissipated during impact. Their theory shows that for any value of the
coefficient of restitution, as the packing fraction increases to its maximum value, the
first normal stress difference decreases to zero. It was also shown that the second
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normal stress difference does not decrease to zero in the dense limit. Richman (18)
extended Jenkins and Richman's (17) kinetic theory for two dimensional granular flows
to derive constitutive equations for three dimensional granular flows of identical,
smooth and highly inelastic spheres at low solids packing fractions. The theory predicts
large first normal stress differences.
Most of the kinetic theories have been focused on understanding flow properties
of granular materials in uniform shear without considering the effects of boundaries on
the flow. However, in recent years, considerable effort has been made to analyze the
effects of boundaries on granular shear flow. This is very important because a complete
understanding of granular flow behavior must include boundary interactions and energy
transfer from boundaries, and because laboratory measurement inevitably include
boundary effects.
Hanes, Jenkins and Richman (19) described effects of boundaries on the granular
flow. They employed balance laws and constitutive relations for rapid plane flows of
identical, smooth and nearly elastic circular disks with parallel bumpy walls to analyse
steady shearing flows maintained by the relative motion of two identical walls. They
found that steady motions may be maintained by varying the wall gap distance, even
when the dynamic friction coefficient (i.e. the ratio of shear to normal stress) was much
less than its value in homogeneous simple shear.
Richman (20) attempted to predict slip velocities by changing boundary conditions.
He considered a three dimensional granular flow of identical, smooth, and nearly elastic
spheres between parallel bumpy walls by employing an improved Maxwellian velocity
distribution. This theory shows that slip velocity is decreased by increasing the average
spacing between wall particles. This means that as roughness in a boundary increases,
slip velocity decreases.
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Figure 1.1 Cross-section of annular shear cell
By using annular shear cell, several reaserchers performed experiments on granular
shear flows to examine boundary effects. The typical annular shear cell consists two
concentric horizontal plates which are mounted on a fixed vertical shaft. Although
there are several kinds of annular shear cell, the equippment designed by Savage (21)
will be described here as an example. Bottom plate has an annular trough so that it can
contain granular materials and top plate cover the annular trough on the botton plate,
and hence there is no boundary which is perpendicular to the shear direction. The
bottom plate is allowed to rotate with constant rate to drive shear flow but no vertical
motion is allowed. The top plate is also allowed to rotate with vertical shaft but is
restrained from rotating by a torque arm connected to a force transducer to measure
shear stresses generated in shear space. In order to measure normal stresses, the top
plate is also loaded vertically. Figure 1.1 shows cross-section of annular shear cell used
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in Savage(21)'s experiments.
Experimental results such as those of Bagnold (1), Augenstein and Hogg (22),
Savage and Sayed (9), and Hanes and Inman (11) also suggest that boundaries can have
significant effects on the dynamics of granular materials.
Augenstein and Hogg (22) performed experiments to investigate the effects of
inclined surfaces upon granular shear flow using stainless steel surface and sand
surfaces. They found that the motion of particles in a granular flow is strongly
dependent upon the surface over which they flow. In the case of the stainless steel
surface (smooth wall), slip occurs on the surface with little particle velocity
fluctuations. However no slip occurs on the sand surface (rough wall) except the flow
of coarse sand on a fine sand surface. They also observed that the flow of fine sand on
a coarse sand surface was nearly identical to the flow of fine sand on a fine sand
surface. They explained this behavior as noting that fine sand particles were filled
between coarse sand particles, and consequently creating a fine sand surface.
Savage and Sayed (9) obtained experimental results for the rapid flow of several
kinds of dry particulate solids such as monosized spherical glass and irregular shaped
crushed walnut shells in an annular shear cell. The bottom and top walls of shearing
space were covered by coarse sandpapers having sand grains which were almost the
same size as the flow particles to prevent flow particles from sliping on the walls which
generate shear flow. Their results show that the shear and normal stresses depend
approximately linearly upon particle density and quadratically upon particle diameter
and shear rate. These trends are consistent with the theorical predictions of Bagnold
(1). However at the solids packing fractions higher than 0.5, the square shear rate
dependence was weaker. They explained this behavior as noting that at high solids
packing fraction, particles are in close rubbing contact and hence the contribution to
the tress tensor by dry frictional rubbing contacts between particles are significant.
They also showed that the dynamic friction coefficient (the ratio of shear to normal
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stress) was not dependent on the shear rate.
Hanes and Inman (11) performed experiments for the rapid shear flow of a mixture
of glass spheres and air or water. Using an annular shear cell test apparatus designed
after Savage (23) (see Figure 1.1), they observed that the shear and normal stresses
were quadratically proportional to the shear rate at high shear rate. However the
dependence of stresses on solids packing fractions of less than 0.5 is poorly presented.
The stresses obtained are greater than those in the experiments of Savage and Sayed (9).
Hanes et al. explained that the differences between two experimental results were
caused by different material properties (i.e. coefficient of restitution and coefficient of
friction).
Craig, Buckholz and Domoto (24) performed experiments to study a rapidly
sheared granular flow using an annular shear cell test apparatus. Their results show the
dependence of the stresses on shear rates, solids packing fractions and shear gap
thicknesses. Both the normal and shear stress are almost proportional to the square of
the shear rates for intermediate gap thicknesses (7.38 - 9.23 particle diameter thick). For
a fixed solids packing fraction, it is shown that the stress ratio (shear to normal stress)
is poorly dependent on shear rates, in agreement with the results of Savage and Sayed
(9). When shear gap thickness varied between 9.13 and 11.03 particle diameters thick,
the stress ratio was not dependent on shear rate. They could not give proper phycial
explanation of this behavior.
Craig et al. (25) also showed the dependence of the stresses on the boundary
material and roughness, shear gap thickness and the solids packing fraction from their
annular shear cell test apparatus. In their experiments, carbon steel and aluminum
spherical particles were used in order to determine the effects of different material
properties on the granular flow. The shear gap thickness was fixed while the test
materials on the boundaries were varied. Their results, using aluminum particles as
free particles and a fixed shear gap thickness with boundary surfaces consisting of
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carbon steel ( rougher boundary ) or aluminum ( smoother boundary ) beads, show
significant differences in the stress ratios. They found that the effect of the rougher wall
is to increase the stress ratio compared to those obtained with smooth wall, and the
stresses for the relatively rough wall were considerably higher than those for the
relatively smooth wall.
1.4 Particle Dynamics Modeling
Experiments on granular shear flow have been hampered by the lack of reliable
measurements of individual particle motion. However with the increasing speed and
memory capacity of the computer, especially super workstations, flow simulations are
now providing a powerful method of obtaining "experimental" data. Modeling of the
behavior of a macroscopic particle system using appropriate force laws and solving the
resulting equations of motion has been an extremely useful technique among
researchers involved with granular materials since numerical simulations can be built to
find the individual particle trajectories and consequently compute global quantities
which describe the behaviour of the bulk material. The results from such models, called
particle dynamics simulations, can provide insights and may be used to validate the
assumptions of developing theories.
Simplifications to the true behavior of granular materials are usually made in
discrete particle dynamics simulations in order to reduce the calculational work and to
make direct comparisons with theoretical results that are based on idealized
interparticulate interactions. Although Goldsmith's (26) empirical results showed that
real coefficients of restitution vary with impact velocity, almost all numerical
simulations have used models for normal impacts that result in a constant coefficient of
restitution, which is independent of impact velocity. Inelatic behavior is simply
modeled in most theoretical-statistical studies of flowing granular solids using a
constant restitution coefficient.
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In order to reduce the number of calculations needed to determine the motions of
particles, special efficient algorithms must be used in such dynamics simulations. For
example, it is necessary to monitor particle contacts without having the calculation of
interparticle distances. Hence a "linked list" may be associated with each particle "i",
which points its nearest neighbors.
In practice, only the particles which are near particle "i" ( for example, within a
mean free path) are expected to collide with particle "i". The number of near neighbors
is not a function of system size but a function of solids packing fraction. Interparticle
forces are then calculated between each particle and the particles in its near neighbor
list. While the use of near neighbor list reduces the number of calculations, the arrays
of near neighbors must be periodically updated by checking through the current
locations of all particels in the system. Old near neighbors are deleted from the near
neighbor list whenever the distance between each particle and the particles in the list
exceed a specified value. Once new near neighbors of each particle are completely re-
established in the list, the interparticle forces due to these new neighbors will be
recalculated an then the new positions of the particles are calculated by numerically
integrating the equations of motion.
There are two approaches in approximating interparticulate interactions. Rigid
particle models are based on instantaneous and binary collisions between particles.
They are computationally simpler than soft particle models because the time step for
cell diagnostics can be simply calculated as the shortest time interval between particle
collisions. The interparticle interaction for this model takes the form of a collision
operator, which is a function of three interaction parameters, i.e., the coefficient of
friction, coefficient of restitution and angular coefficient of restitution. The operator
expresses the post-collisional velocities in terms of these three parameters and the pre-
collisional velocities and positions of the colliding particles. This approach has a
restriction for problems in which continuous contacts occur. These models have been
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developed by Campbell(27), Hawkins(28), and Walton(29). "Soft particle models", on
the other hand, make use of an interparticle force law, usually based on the relative
positions, velocities and spins of the particles. In these soft-particle models, contact
occurs for a finite duration over which the force law must be numerically integrated. In
order to determine an accurate trajectory change for a single collision, many
calculational steps are usually required. Thus computational efficiency is often a major
concern when employing such models. However the soft particle approach is very
useful for assemblies of particles with continuous and multiple contacts. These models
have been developed by Cundall (30), and Walton (31, 32, 13)
By taking appropriate time and space averages of the particle velocities, positions
and fluctuation velocities, the solids packing fraction distributions, granular
temperature, and stress tensors throughout the system can be obtained. Newton's second
law expresses the fact that force is the time rate of change of momentum. In this sence,
pressure can be expressed as the time rate of change of momentum per unit area, i.e., the
momentum flux density. This gives rise to the momentum flux density tensor, also
called the stress tensor or pressure tensor. The stress tensor consists of two constituents;
A collisional term, and a kinetic or stream term. The collisional part of the stress tensor
is caused by interparticle forces during collisions between particles. The kinetic term
is detailed in Chapman & Cowling (33), and depends upon particle fluctuation
velocities about the mean. Hence, the mean velocity field u (x) does not contribute to
the pressure tensor. The stress tensor P is expressed as,
P = —1 V[ 	 mi {v u (x) .} {v — u (x) .} + —
1 Er..F..1V aiai = 1 	 2 i, j	 1.1
where vi is the velocity of particle "i", r is the distance between the centers of particles
"i", "j", F u is the force acting between particles "i","j" , V is the volume of the system
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and mi
 is the particle mass. At very low solids packing fractions and high shear rates,
the mean free path of a particle is large compared with the particle diameter, and hence
the streaming mode dominates. At high packing fractions and low shear rates, the
particles in the granular flow are in close rubbing contact, and hence the collisional
mode dominates.
El Primary cell	 q Imaginary cell
Figure 1.2 Primary calculational cell and the image cells in periodic boundaries
Most simulations are usually carried out on systems of fewer than 1000 particles.
However if the small number of particles is confined to an finite cell, they will not be in
the same environment as particles in a macroscopic system. In order that such small
systems preserve a macroscopic homogeneity, special boundary conditions, called the
periodic boundaries, are used in most cases. A simple way of understanding periodic
boundary conditions is as a large array of replicas of a basic unit cell. Under these
conditions the N particles are contained in the primary cell which is surrounded by
imaginary cells, each containing N particles, and in every imaginary cell the N particles
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are supposed to have the same configurations as those in the primary cell. Interactions
are allowed between the particles in the computational cells. When a particle leaves a
unit cell, its image enters at the same time from the opposite side thereby conserving the
overall mass and momentum in the cell. This allows efficient computations when
calculating global, macroscopic quantities. Figure 1.2 depicts the periodic boundary
condition. The box with solid line is a primary cell and the other boxes are imaginary
cells.
1.5 Previous Research: Numerical Modeling
The molecular dynamics method, which can calculate the exact dynamical trajectories
of individual particles as they interact with their neighbors to calculate transport
properties, was first reported by Alder and Wainwright (34). Thereafter Ashurst and
Hoover (35) initiated a nonequilibrium molecular dynamics approach to simulate dense
fluid transport. In their method, the driving forces at the boundary were varied to study
the relations between computed quantities in a nonequilibrium steady state.
The particle dynamics technique is an outgrowth of the molecular dynamics
method. Molecules of gas are very small, smooth, perfectly elastic, and hence particles
in molecular dynamics studies do not lose kinetic energy and do not spin when they
collide. In contract, macroscopic particles are inelastic and frictional and hence lose
kinetic energy with every collision. These loses are incorporated into particle dynamics
simulations. Perhaps the first discrete particle modeling on a macroscopic scale was the
work done by Cundall (36). Assemblies of arbitrarily shaped two-dimensional
polygonal blocks, interacting with simplified forces that captured the basic features of
quasi-static macroscopic interactions, were used in his simulation. However this model
has not been used for the modeling of granular flow. Thereafter Cundall and Smack (30)
used an interparticle force model similar to that used in the Cundall' s (36) work. They
simulated quasistatic deformations of assemblies of two-dimensional disks. They
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ignored the kinetic portion of the stress tensor due to the particle fluctuation velocities
since all velocities were negligibly small.
Since 1980, quantitative studies for granular flows have been done using discrete
particle modeling under the conditions of a nonequilibrium, steady state. Campbell
and Brennen (27) simulated rapid shearing flows of rigid, inelastic disks using an
infinite coefficient of friction between particles. This means that after a collision, zero
relative tangential velocity between the surfaces of particles occur when particles
depart. This is the "fully rough" surface condition. This condition assumes that after
collision there is no tangential slip between particle surfaces. The model developed by
Hawkins (28) was similar to Campbell and Brennen's (27) model but a finite coefficient
of friction was used. Hawkins utilized a collision operator based on Goldsmith's (26)
description of frictional inelastic collisions.
Walton (31) adopted nonequilibrium molecular dynamics method proposed by
Ashurst and Hoover (35) to study the flow of macroscopic particles. He simulated
inclined plane flows of two-dimensional disks and polygonal particles using a visco-
elastic, frictional interparticulate force model.
Campbell and Brennen (12) developed a two dimensional granular shear flow using
inelastic and frictional disks with a hard sphere model, which assumes instantaneous
particle collisions. The bottom and top boundaries were closed by solid walls, the top
wall was moving with constant speed U, and the sides of the computational cell had
periodic boundaries. The simulation proceeded until the system reached a steady state.
They considered two types of artificial boundary conditions concerning the relative
tangential velocity. One (type A), infinitely rough particles, is the condition requiring
zero relative tangential velocity of the contact points after departure from a collision.
The other (type B), is an infinitely smooth surface, is the condition that after a wall
collision, the particle center has the same tangential velocity as the wall. Hence no slip
occurs on the boundaries while the particles have the same rotational speed as incident
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value. This is different from the ordinary boundary condition which creates a shear field
in a system by transferring momentum from the boundares to the flow. Figure 1.3 and
1.4 describe type A and B boundaries, respectively.
wail 	
—11"- U	 Wall	 U
Just after impactJust before impact
Figure 1.4 Type B boundary
Campbell et al. observed that slip occured on boundaries, and that a high granular
temperature corresponded to a low density for type A bounday condition. For type B
boundary condition, the distribution of particles and granular temperature were roughly
uniform. They also found that the behavior of the flow is strongly influenced by the wall
boundary condition especially near the solid boundary. The calculated stresses were in
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agreement with the results of the experiments of Bagnold (1), Jenkins and Savage (4)
at high solids packing fractions.
Campbell and Brennen (37) developed a computer simulation of an inclined chute
flow of inelastic disks or cylinders again employing a hard-sphere model. By changing
the inclination angles, they obtained variety of shear rates. Obtained velocity and
solids packing fraction profiles were qualitatively consistent with those of Augenstein
and Hogg (22). They observed slip on the boundary using the type A condition.
Campbell and Gong (38) also investigated two-dimensional granular shear flows.
In order to simulate a Couette flow, they used solid boundaries parallel to the shear
direction. Their results showed that, at low solids packing fractions, momentum is
mainly transferred by the particle fluctuation velocities about mean shear field. At high
solids packing fractions, interparticle collisions are the dominant mechanism for
momentum transfer. This behavior is not surprising because particles are expected to
have short mean free path and collide more frequently in dense limit. They found that
the calculated stresses approached "infinity" as the solids packing fraction approached
either zero or dense limit, (i.e., the stresses were U shaped.). This tendency is also
observed in the kinetic theory of Lun et al. (6). Campbell et al. also observed anisotropy
in normal stress components at low solids packing fractions.
Campbell (39) extended the work of Campbell and Gong (38) to produce detailed
studies of the stress tensor generated by the imposed shear field using granular
assemblies composed of inelastic and frictional spheres. As was observed in his
previous work, anisotropic behavior in normal stresses occured. As solids packing
fraction or coefficient of restitution decreases, the first normal stress difference
increases.
Walton and Braun (32) obtained simulational results using a soft sphere model and
considered inelastic and frictional disks in uniform shear flows by adopting
nonequilibrium molecular-dynamics methods. They found that anisotropy in stresses
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and velocity distributions for inelastic particles at low solids packing fractions. Also it
is shown that the kinetic contribution to the stress tensor decreases and potential
contribution to the stress tensor increases as solids packing fraction increases.
Walton and Braun (13) extended their previous work to three dimensional uniform
shear flows of smooth, inelastic, uniform spheres. They found that the granular
temperature generally increased as solids packing fractions decreased, and decreased as
the coefficient of restitution decreased. At intermediate solids packing fractions ranging
between 0.1 and 0.5, the calculated shear and normal stresses are similar to those
predicted by the kinetic theory of Lun et al. (6). They also observed anisotropic velocity
fluctuations for inelastic particles at low solids packing fractions. This is consistent
with the theoritical predictions of Jenkins and Richman (17). Walton et al. explained
this behavior by noting that the mean free path of a particle at low solids packing
fraction is large compared with the particle diameter and hence particles can move
considerable distances perpendicular to the shear direction with a vertical velocity until
colliding with other particles. When a collision occurs after traveling a significant
distance in the vertical direction, the particle will have a large fluctuation velocity in
shear direction due to the imposed shear. The corresponding momentum transfer in
shear direction is then dissipated by an inelastic collision before complete redistribution
in all directions.
Campbell and Gong (40) examined the effects of a rough boundary by gluing disks
to the boundaries. The glued disks moved with the same velocities as the boundary and
were constrained from rotating. In their simulations, boundary characteristics were
altered by changing the size and spacing of boundary particles. Their velocity profile
shows that the slip at the boundary is not as significant as with the smoother boundary.
They also gave an explanation on the character of the granular temperature profile. As
the boundary particles move with the exactly same velocity as boundary, granular
temperature caused by boundary particles is zero since granular temperature is
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associated with the particle fluctation velocities. Some of the flow particles can be
trapped between boundary particles and forced to move with almost the same velocity
as that of boundary and thus a reduced granular temperature occurs at near boundaries.
Their results, similar to Walton and Braun (32)'s, indicate that as solids packing
fractions decreases the energy dissipation in the system increases and normal stresses
become more anisotropic due to the anisotropy in the velocity fluctuations.
Louge et al. (41) simulated two dimensional rapid granular shear flows of identical,
smooth and inelastic disks between parallel, bumpy boundaries to make comparisons
with the theoritical predictions of Hanes et al. (19). In their simulations, the shear flow
was driven by the relative motion of the boundaries moving in opposite directions with
constant speed. The plane perpendicular to the streamwise direction was periodic, and
the ratio of the diameter of boundary particles to that of flow particles was unity. The
boundary condition was characterized by the spacing between boundary particles. The
position of each particle was calculated from the previous position and velocity. After
a certain number of collisions, the average overlap encounted in collisions between
particles was calculated and then the time step was readjusted to make the average
overlap not exceed a given tolerance. The calculated stresses were in good agreement
with the theory of Hanes et al. (19) for nearly elastic disks.
Hopkins and Louge (42) also simulated two dimensional rapidly sheared granular
flows of identical, smooth and inelastic disks. They predicted both collisional and
kinetic contributions to stress tensors, and found anisotropic velocity fluctuations. For
low solids packing fractions (0.1), the kinetic stresses are in good agreement with the
predictions of Jenkins and Richman (17). They found that the kinetic mode dominates
in the dilute limit and the collisional mode dominate in the dense limit. They also found
that disks tend to remain together after collisions for low coefficient of restitution. Thus
disks tend to cluster at low solids packing fractions.
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Walton, Kim and Rosato (43) further extended the previous simulations to highly
inelastic spheres in order to examine the inelastic microstructure, characterized by the
anisotropic distribution of solid particles in the system. Fluctuations in the local
concentration of solids particles, (i. e. Solids packing fraction in local volume is
significantly different from that in global volume.), can generate stresses which may
differ significantly from the theorical predictions since all of the kinetic theories are
based on an isotropic distribution of solid particles. They found large first normal stress
differences which are consistent with the kinetic theory of Richman (18) at low solids
packing fractions. However, as the number of particles in the computational box increse,
the obtained first normal stress differences at solids packing fractions near 0.1 deviate
significantly from Richman's predictions. This behavior was found to be cluster
formations (anisotropic distribution of solid particles) which affected the generation of
the kinetic portion of stresses in the system at these low solids packing fractions.
Recently Savage (43) performed computer simulations of granular material
comprised of smooth, inelastic, uniform spherical particles between parallel bumpy
walls. He followed Campbell and Brennen (12)'s hard particle model by assuming
instantaneous particle collisions. His results show that for moderate gap height (7
particle layers thick) between the shearing walls, the calculated shear and normal
stresses are reasonably close to the results of Lun, et al. (6)'s kinetic theory for the
infinite shear field. However for the small gap heights (3 or 4 particle layers thick) at
high solids packing fractions, the stresses are much smaller than those predicted by
Lun, et al. (6). In his simulations, solids packing fractions for both boundary and flow
particles were always the same, and hence he could not examine the effects of spacing
between the boundary particles on the flow at the same solids packing fraction.
Kim and Rosato (45) simulated a Couette flow with parallel bumpy walls by
employing the "soft particle model" of Walton (13). They examined the boundary
effects upon the granular flow by changing the boundary roughness, and shear gap
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heights. For small gap heights (4 particle diameter thick), they observed large stress
drops at solids packing fractions higher than 0.4. This behavior is also seen in the work
of Savage (44). However as the spacing between boundary particles, or relative size of
a boundary particle with respect to that of a flow particle increases, (i.e., the degree of
roughness increases), the stresses increase and slip velocities on the boundaries
decrease. For a rough boundary, some of the flow particles near boundary are trapped
between boundary particles, and hence the layer next to boundary has almost the same
velocity as that of boundary particles. (i.e. no slip condition)
1.6 Description and Objectives
The original particle dynamics code was obtained from Dr. Otis R. Walton of the Earth
Sciences Department, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. However the code
was developed to study a uniform shear flows having periodic boundaries on all sides
of a computational cell. In a uniform shear flow, no boundary effects are considered
and solids fraction profile remains fairly uniform with small fluctuations. In addition,
shear rates are constant throughout the shear gap. For this reason, an artificial mean
shear field is imposed on the system to determine individual particle deviatoric
velocities. Figure 1.5 shows Walton's (13) uniform shear flow model, where the
notation P and I indicate the primary and imaginary cell, respectively and L is the height
of a computational cell. To create the uniform shear, the upper and lower image cells
are moved in opposite directions. Whenever particle i leaves the primary cell, it will be
moved back to the primary cell. For example, let the y-coordinate of particle i be y i
which exceeds L, then the y-coordinate will be changed to yp = yi — L, and the
corresponding velocity in x-direction is changed to (v
X p) = (vX  .) — LE, where E is a
shear rate. Therefore no matter what material properties are used, the velocity profile
is remains as the same. This does not mean, however, that a change in material
properties will have not effect on the resulting stresses and granular temperature.
Figure 1.5 Velocity field in a uniform shear flow
The situation with flows having real flow boundaries is quite different. The
distribution of particles is not uniform, and the velocity field is not linear because of
boundary effects. Furthermore as solids packing fraction and the coefficient of
restitution decrease, slip on the boundaries increases. For these reasons, it was
necesasry to modify the original code to incorporate boundary effects. Using Walton's
force model for soft spheres and his linked list logic, the algorithm for zone diagnostics
was developed in this study to examine the boundary effects in local volumes (i.e., y-
zones). The techniques used in zone diagnostics are extended to cell diagnostics. In
order to make boundaries which are perpendicular to the y-direction, boundary particles
are generated in square or triangular arrangements. These boundaries are moving in
opposite directions to drive shear flow. (Figure 1.6)
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Figure 1.6 Wall velocity
The main concern of this work is to study the effects of various boundary
configurations on the flow of dry granular material composed of identical, smooth and
inelastic spheres between parallel, bumpy boundaries, and to compare the results of
these calculations with existing data. The aim of the present study is to understand
parameters which govern the underlying physics. Detailed results from this study can
provide insights on the nature of granular flows and can be used to modify and validate
the assumptions for developing theories.
1.7 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 1 describes the basic concept of kinetic theory and numerical simulations for
flowing granular materials, and reviews previous work. Chapter 2 describes the basic
algorithms for gravity-free Couette flow simulations, and describes in detail the particle
dynamics method. In this section, the computational method which is used to compute
spatially averaged terms, such as stresses and mean velocities, in each zone is
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introduced. In Chapter 3, various types of boundaries are introduced to analyze their
effects on computed macroscopic quantities. In order to examine the effects of the
geometry of boundary particles, square-packed and triangular (or hexagonal)-packed
coordinates for boundary particles are used. A degree of roughness in the boundaries can
be obtained by changing the diameter of boundary particles or spacing between
boundary particles. In Chapter 4, the distribution of flow particles, particle fluctuation
velocities and granular temperature are examined throughout the granular flow. Shear
and normal stresses, the ratio of shear to normal stress and the slip velocities are
calculated. The effects of gap height between shearing walls, the geometry of boundary
particles, and the degree roughness in boundaries on the granular flow is also discussed.
Several results are presented by changing the coefficient of restitution in order to
represent several kinds of granular materials. Conculsions and suggestions for further
studies are presented in Chapter 5.
CHAPTER 2
NUMERICAL MODELING
Computer simulations can be developed to find the indivial particle trajectories,
velocities and consequently compute macroscopic quantities which can be great help in
understanding the behaviour of flowing granular materials. As a matter of fact, particle
dynamics simulations have been powerful tools to examine subtle relationships
between the motion of individual particles and material properties. However most of
the existing kinetic theories and computer simulations have been concentrated on
understanding the properties of flowing granular materials themselves without
considering the effects of boundaries. A clear understanding of these flows can not
be made unless boundary interactions and momentum transfer from boundaries are
included, since laboratory measurements inevitably include boundary effects.
The purpose of present study is to investigate the effects of boundaries upon the
shear flow by dealing with a variety of boundary conditions and to provide insights in
understanding the behavior of granular flow. The results from this simulations can be
used in setting up appropriate assumptions in developing theories.
2.1 General Structure of the Particle Dynamics Simulation
The computer simulations performed in this study have considered smooth, inelastic
and uniform spheres flowing between parallel bumpy walls, which are made up of
uniform half spheres. After initial coordinates of the particles in a system are randomly
generated, particle radii are expanded at time zero until particles are in contact. Each
particle radii is expanded at each time step at a constant rate until the particle radii are
equal to a predetermined value. After the radii expansion is finished, the time is reset
to zero and the other parameters are reinitialized. Initial fluctuation velocities of the
particles are randomly assigned to obtain zero velocity for the system center of mass.
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In order to drive shear flow in horizontal direction, energy must be continuously
provided to the system by parallel bumpy walls since energy loss occurs due to inelastic
collisions between particles. Inelastic behaviour is simply modeled using constant
coefficient of restitution which is independent of impact velocity. Parallel bumpy walls
are moving with constant horizontal velocities in opposite directions, that is, the upper
wall is moving with U in positive x-direction and the bottom wall is moving with U in
negative x-direction. Periodic boundaries are applied to the planes which are
perpendicular to the shear direction.
There are several parameters which determine the wall roughness: the spacing
between boundary particles, the relative size of boundary particles with respect to that
of flow particles and the geometry of boundary particles. The spacing between
boundary particles can be varied by changing either length (L) of a system or the
number of boundary particles on the moving walls. In order to examine the effects of
the geometry of boundary particles, squareal and triangular arrangements of the
boundary particles are used.
The force model used in this study is based on the "soft sphere" model introduced
by Walton et al. (46), who followed nonequilibrium molecular dynamics method
proposed by Ashurst and Hoover (35). In this force model, the collisions between
particles do not occur instantaneously but occur for a finite duration. Therefore multiple
contacts between particles are possible. In order to determine an accurate trajectory
change for a single collision, many calculational steps are required. Figure 2.1 shows
the collisional process in "soft sphere model". The collisional process has two parts:
One is the deformation period in which the distance between particle centers decreases
and hence the interaction force between particles increases to a maximunm value, and
the other is the restoration period, in which the particle centers move apart and hence
the interaction force decerases to zero. This is modeled by means of linear springs
with different coefficients of stiffness K1 (for deformation) and K2 (for restoration).
Restoration period
Figure 2.1 Collisional process in "soft sphere model".
Newton's equation is expressed as
F = tit 	 it= m (—
dv ) =dt
If we assume that the mass m does not change with respect to time t. The acceleration
of each particles is calculated from the interaction force F which is the result of overlap
between particles, and then the new position and velocity of each particle can be
calculated by integrating the equations of motion, using "Velocity Verlet" algorithm
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(47). From the calculated positions and velocities of particles, a piecewise smooth
curve for mean velocity field is established to determine the random motion of each
particle. This random motion of each particle contributes to the stress tensor and total
energy. In order to investigate the behavior of granular materials in local volume,
especially near boundaries, spatially averaged values are used.
By taking appropriate time averages of calculated macroscopic quanties, valuble
results, such as the distribution of particles, granular temperature and stress tensors,
can be obtained for various boundary configurations. The simulation is run until it
reaches a "steady state". Determination of convergence to steady state can be made
by examing several parameters, such as the granular temperature , root mean square
deviatoric veocity and wall stresses. When a "steady state" occurs those parameters
achieve nearly constant values with small fluctuations. If the system does not reach a
"steady state", then the simulation will be restarted by reading a dump file which stores
run informations.
2.1.1 Description of Subroutines
BOUND
This subroutine is called to assign coordinates, velocities and other paremeters for
boundary particles. square coordinates for " bdry = 1", and triangular coordinates
for "bdry = 2" are assigned for the boundary particles on xz plane at y = 0 and y
= H. User must input the number of boundary particles in x and zdirections. When
triangular boundary type is used, the number of particles in z direction is always
even number to maintain the property of periodic boundary conditions. (See
Chapter 3.) It is called from subroutine INIT.
DATAIN
This subroutine reads the input data from "I3DS" (unit=2).
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DATASAVE
This subroutine writes output data to the output files:"zo3ds","zvel","zposition",
"zenergy", "ztensor", "zpack", "zxvel", "zedot", "zbstress", "zgtx", "zgty", "zgtz".
DELETEM
This subroutine loops through all near neighbors in the linked list and deletes near
neighbors that are beyond the maximum distance. It is only used when the
maximum distance has been reduced to save total memory used for the near
neighbor storage.
DIAGNOS2
This subroutine calculates all of the diagnostics, both locally and globally. Local
volumes are called y-zones. The kinetic contribution to the stress tensor is
calculated in this routine.
DUMPREAD
This subroutine is called from the main routine and it reads the restart information
from "D3DS" (unit=4).
FINDRAD
This subroutine finds the maximum allowable particle radii at time t = 0 and
increases radii each time step thereafter until it reaches a predetermined value.
FORCES
This subroutine calculates the interparticle forces between particles. The force
model used in this routine is a partially latching spring model. The collisional or
potential contribution to the stress tensor is calculated in this routine.
INIT
This is subroutine initializes general parameters. Initial coordinates and
fluctuation velocities of particles in a sysyem are generated. The number of zones
in y direction and the time step are also calculated here.
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INITCUMJ
This subroutine initializes the cumulative short-term averages of computed
quantities such as granular temperature, the average velocity in each zone, and
stress tensors.
INITCUM2
This subroutine initializes cumulative long -term averages of computed quantities.
INITSTEP
This subroutine initializes the integration step. The zone index which is needed in
calculating zone diagnostics is established. Using this index, volume fractions of
particles which occupy each y-zone are calculated as mass-weighted average
quantities.
INTEGI
This subroutine performs an iterative integration of the velocity equations to solve
for vx and v at the start of the current time step only. The Verlet algorithm is used
to perform the integration.
INTEG2
This subroutine calculates the coordinates at the end of the current time step.
RAND
This subroutine is a pseudo-random number generator to create random numbers
from a uniform distribution.
UPDATE
This subroutine checks all particle pairs and update the near neighbor arrays for all
flow particles.
2.1.2 Flow Chart
General structure of the particle dynamics simulation is shown in Figure D.1.
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2.1.3 Output Files
There are several output files to store the results from particle dynamics simulation. If
the simulation is restarted, then all previously stored output files will be overwritten
with new data corresponding to the new maximum running time "tmax". The following
are the output files and the numbers in parantheses indicate their respective unit
numbers.
zo3ds(3)
This file describes general information about the simulation such as timestep,cell
dimension, boundary type, material properties and so on.
zvel(12)
This file stores the deviatoric velocity of each particle.
zposition(13)
This file stores the coordinates of particles.
zenergy(14)
The energy corresponding to the particle fluctuation velocities and interactions
between particles is stored in this file.
ztensor(15)
The kinetic portion of a stress tensor, dominated by particle fluctuation velocities,
and the collisional portion of a stress tensor, dominated by interparticle forces
when particles are collide each other, for each local volume (i. e., y-zone) and for
the whole calculational cell are stored in this file.
zpack(18)
The average number of particles occupied in each y-zone is stored in this file.
zxvel(19)
Mass weighted average values of particle velocities in each zone, (v i ) , are stored.
This data is used in calculating slip velocities on boundaries. When the
boundary becomes rougher , the mean value of particle velocities near the
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bounday is expected to become higher.
zedot(20)
This file stores the strain rate in each y-zone. 	 This is used in a calculating
piece- wise linear curve for the mean shear field in a system. Each particle's random
motion is then calculated using this mean shear field.
zbstress(22)
Dimensionless stresses on a boundary are stored in this file.
zgyx(24)
The deviatoric kinetic energy associated with particle fluctuations in x-direction
is stored in this file.
zgty(24)
The deviatoric kinetic energy associated with particle fluctuations in y direction
is stored in this file.
zgtz(25)
The deviatoric kinetic energy associated with particle fluctuations in y direction
is stored in this file.
zdistb(26)
The distribution of particle coordinates in x, y and z direction is stored in this file.
zveldistb(27)
The distribution of deviatoric velocities in x, y and z directions is stored in this
file. The deviatoric velocities are normalized by an initial deviatoric velocity.
2.2 Linked List Logic
In order to reduce the computational work which is required to determine the motion of
particles in a computational box, the numerical simulations in this study adopt the
special algorithm called the linked list logic.
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It is advantageous for a system containing a large number of particles to restrict
the volume searched for near neighbors of particle "i", thereby reducing the time taken
to find particle interactions by considering only "n" particles instead of "N" particles,
where "N" is the total number of particles in a system and "n" is the number of
particles within the volume range searched.
Particle "i"
Figure 2.2 Near neighbors of particle "i".
Figure 2.2 shows the near neighbors of particle i within the range of ri + A,
where A is related to an update time for the linked list of near neighbors of particle "i".
Shaded particles are neighbors of particle "i" and big circle indicates the search
volume of particle "i's" near neighbors. As A increases, the number of particles in
this volume increases, and hence the memory space needed to store near neighbor
information of particle "i" increases. If the memory space for the linked list of near
neighbors exceeds predetermined maximum memory space, then A will be decreased
and a new set of near neighbors wiil be found until the memory space does not exceed
a predetermined value. If the user does not input a value for A, then A will be set to
the maximum particle radius. Searches are made only in a given volume to find new
near neighbors of particle "i" since only particles near particle "i" are expected to
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collide with particle "i". The number of near neighbors is a function of the solids
packing fraction, but is independent of the system size.
A length of the linked list structure may vary because each particle could have
several contacts. A set of pointers (i.e., NEBOR(i) ) indicates the starting memory
locations of the near-neighbors of each particle. The value of the if  entry of
NEBOR(i) is the index JDX where particle i's linked list begins. Associated with each
particle in the linked list structure are 9 words. This constitutes an "entry" in the linked
list. Each entry in the near neighbor linked list contains a pointer indicating the
memory space of the next entry. The last entry in the linked list has a flag indicating
the end of the list. MT1 is used to indicate the end of the data structure for the linked
list of near neighbors of particle i. The memory location for MT1 is not constant since
the number of contacts between particle i and its neighbors is changed throughout a
simulation.
The 9 elements of an "entry" in a particles lists are defined below.
NDX(JDX)
Particle number , j = NDX, which is in the particle i's near neighbor list.
TFX(JDX)
X component of tangential force from last time step for particles i and j.
TFY(JDX)
Y component of tangential force from last time step for particles i and J.
TFZ(JDX)
Z component of tangential force from last time step for particles i and j
TM(JDX)
Maximum tangential force before changing direction of slip between
particles i and j.
A(JDX)
Virtual overlap, a, between particles I and J.
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AO(JDX)
The value of a corresponding to zero normal force.
SK(JDX)
Unloading spring constant K2 acting between particles I and J.
NEXT(JDX)
This is a pointer indicating the location of next entry in particle I's linked list. If
NEXT(JDX) = 0, then this is the last element in the last entry of particle i's linked
list.
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Figure 2.3 shows a diagram of particle i's linked list. Each entry contains 9
elements. The first element is NDX(JDX) = particle j
2.2.1 Initialization Procedure
In order to initialize the linked list of near neighbors of particle "i", the following steps
are needed
1. All NEBOR(i) values are zero.
This means that no neighbors of particle i have been found.
2. MT1 = 1
This indicates that the all memory locations in array NDX(JDX) are empty.
(i.e., MT1 = 10 indiactes that the first 9 memory locations are used to store near
neighbor information, and the memory locations from 10 to the predetermined
maximum memory locations are empty.)
3. NEXT(1) = 0
All higher storage locations (subscripts larger than 1) are available for storage of
near neighbors.
Figure 2.4 Initial NEBOR(i) array.
For example, the simple system contains 12 particles, with each particle having 7
words in its linked list structure, to designate the particles which are contacting
particle i in particle i's linked list. Figure 2.5 shows the assembly of 12 particles,
where i = 1, 2, 3, ...., 12.
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Figure 2.5 Simple system containing 12 particles.
Particle 1's neighboring (contacting) particles are particle 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and particle
2's neighboring particles are particle 7 (Particle 1 is excluded in the list of neighbor of
particle 2 because this pair is already in the particle 1's neighbor list, (i. e., particle pair
1 and 2 is the same as particle pair 2 and 1). The complete neighbor list of particle i
shown in Table 2.1.
The linked list data structure for this assembly is shown in Figure 2.6. The NDX
indices 1, 36, 43, 64, 85, 99, 113, 120, 134 contain the locations in the NDX array.
The first of near neighbors of particles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, respectively. The
locations numbered as 35, 42, 63, 84, 98, 112, 119, 133, 140 indicate the ends of the
near neighbor lists for particle 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 (Since the values of NEXT for
the latter indices are zero). The location numbered as 141 (MT1) indicates the end of
the data structure.
Table 2.1 Table for near neighbors of particles,
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Figure 2.6 Data structure for the linked list of near neighbors.
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Examples of neighbors of particle i = 1 from the structure shown in Figure 2.6 is
shown as follows
i = 1
NEBOR(1) = JDX = 1
NDX(1)'s memory location is 1, and stores the first near neighbor of particle 1.
NDX( 1) = particle 2
TF(1) , TM(1), A(1), A0(1), SK(1), and Next(1)'s memory locations are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
respectively. The pointer indicating the second entry of particle 1 's near neighbor
list is stored in Next(1), and hence Next(1) = 8.
JDX = 8
NDX(8)'s memory location is 8, and stores the second near neighbor of particle 1.
NDX(8) = particle 3
TF(8) , TM(8), A(8), A0(8), SK(8), and Next(8)'s memory locations are 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, respectively. The pointer indicating the third entry of particle l's near neighbor
list is stored in Next(8), and hence Next(8) = 15.
JDX = 15
NDX(16)'s memory location is 16, and stores the second near neighbor of particle 1.
NDX(15) = particle 4
TF(15) , TM(15), A(15), A0(15), SK(15), and Next( 15)'s memory locations are 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, respectively. The pointer indicating the fourth entry of particle l's near
neighbor list is stored in Next(15), and hence Next( 15) = 22.
JDX = 22
NDX(22)'s memory location is 22, and stores the second near neighbor of particle 1.
NDX(22) = particle 6
TF(22) , TM(22), A(22), A0(22), SK(22), and Next(22)'s memory locations are 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, respectively. The pointer indicating the fifth entry of particle 1 ' s near
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neighbor list is stored in Next(22), and hence Next(22) = 29
JDX = 29
NDX(29)'s memory location is 29, and stores the second near neighbor of particle 1.
NDX( 16) = particle 7
TF(29) , TM(29), A(29), A0(29), SK(29), and Next(29)'s memory locations are 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, respectively. Since this is the last entry in the list of near neighbor of
particle 1, the pointer can not indicate next entry , and hence Next(29) = 0.
After the list is constructed, the array NEBOR(i) has pointers indicating the first
entries of the lists of near neighbors of particle 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10. This is shown
in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 NEBOR(I) array for particle assembly shown in Figure 2.6.
MT1 141
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
NEBOR(I) 1 36 43 64 85 99 113 12C 0 134 0 0
2.3 Radii Expansion of Particles
Initial coordinates of particles are randomly generated by the computer unless the user
inputs coordinates of particles and their radii. At time t = 0, the maximum allowable
particle radius is found. Then the radii are increased with a constant rate in each time
step thereafter until it reaches predetermined value. Even after particle radii reach
predetermined values, a few more iterations will be done to move particles in order to
minimize potential energy caused from particle overlaps. Then the initial random
fluctuation velocities will be assigned to force collisions between particles.
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For example, let the predetermined values (i.e., input) for the radii of particles "i"
and "j" be radz(i) and radz(j). From the difference between their particle coordinates
which were randomly generated.
rx = x (j) — x (i)
rY Y () Y ( 1)
rz = z (j) — z ( i)
where Tx, ry and rz are the components of distance between particles i and j which
is the nearest image of particle j. Therefore the distance between the centers of two
particles is calculated as,
Ri,j = Jrx2 + ry2 + rz2
Then R j (See Figure 2.7) is divided by the ratio of the predetermined diameter of
particle "i" to the sum of diameters of particles "i" and "j" to get an allowable radius
of particle "i"
radz (I)
rad (i) = R . radz (i) + radz (j)
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Ri,J. is also divided by the ratio of predetermined diameter of particle "j" to the sum
of diameters of particles "i" and "j" to get an allowable radius of particle '7"
radz (j)
rad (j) = 	 radz (i) + radz (j)
Similarly let the predetermined values (i.e., input) for the radii of particles "i" and
"j+/" be radz(i) and radz(j+1), then R o+ 1 (See Figure 2.8) is divided by the ratio
of the predetermined diameter of particle "i" to the sum of diameters of particles "i"
and "j+l" to get an allowable radius of particle "i"
radz (i)
rad (i) = R4
j
+ • radz (i) + radz (j+ 1)
Again, R te  is divided by the ratio of predetermined diameter of particle "j+l" to the
sum of diameters of particles "i" and "f+1" to get an allowable radius of particle "f+1"
radz (j + 1)
rad (i + 1) = R 4
j
+•	 radz (i) + radz (j + 1)
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In order to obtain maximum allowable radius of particle "i" before the radii
expansion begins, the above procedure will be continued for all pairs of particles (i, j)
,where j is any of near neighbors of particle i. The maximum allowable radius of
particle "i" is determined from the smallest value among Ri,j , denoted R min . That is,
(Rmin ) i = min IR • j = 1, 2...n, j 	 If the maximum allowable radius exceeds the
predetermined value, then this predetermined value will be the maximum allowable
radius of particle "i".
radz (i)
rad (i) max R min • radz (i) + radz (j)
Figure D.2 shows the flow chart describes radii expansion of particles. If the flag
ixyz =0, then the code will generate random particle coordinates. If the flag ixyz is not
zero, then user must input coordinates for flow particles.
2.4 Update Linked List of Near Neighbors
Periodically the lists of near neighbors of particle "i" are updated by searching through
the current locations of particles in the system. The update time is calculated from the
search distance and the maximum root mean square deviatoric velocity. The volume
for search and update time is reduced by 10% whenever the memory space for the
storage of linked list exceeds the maximum value. Old near neighbors of particle "i"
are deleted from the near neighbor linked list whenever the distance between the
particle "i" and old near neighbors exceed a predetermined value for the searching
algorithm. Once all new near neighbors of particle "i" are added to the list, the
interparticle forces are calculated due to the contacts between particles.
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2.5 Zone Index of Particles
Y-zone (or local volume) index is needed in calculating zone diagnostics and
established in the subroutine INITSTEP. In this algorithm, npos(i), nmid(i) and nneg(i)
are zone index arrays, indicating zones occupied by volume fractions of particle "i".
There are three cases in determining the zone index for volume fractions of particle "i".
(1). Particle "i" lies entirely within one y-zone. (Figure 2.9)
In this case, the zone index for every portion of the particle is same.
This zone index is labeled as ncet(i). It is used when a piecewise linear curve is
established for mean shear field in the system.
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(2). Particle "i" is located in two y-zones.
For example , consider particle i belongs to two y zones as Figure 2.10 then upper
fraction of particle i belongs to the zone K+1, and lower fraction of particle i
belongs to the zone K
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(3). Particle "i" occupies 3 y-zones.
In Figure 2.11, the upper fraction of particle i belongs to the zone K+1, and the
mid-farction belongs to the zone K, and the lower fraction belongs to the zone K-1
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2.6 Integration of the Equations of Motion
A standard method for solutions of ordinary differential equations is the finite difference
approach. The basic idea of this approach in solving the equations of motion of a
particle is that using the positions, velocities and forces acting at certain time t, we
obtain the positions, velocities at time t + St . There are many algorithms for the
numerical integration procedures for the equations of motion. All integration
algorithms incorporate a force loop which calculate forces and torques that appear in the
equations of motion.
Perhaps one of the most attractive method is "velocity Verlet algorithm" (1967) due
to its numerical stability, convenience and simplicity. This algorithm is described
below.
Let St be the time increment, then the value of position variable r at time t + St and
t — St can be expressed in terms of values of r and time derivatives of r at time t. .
Upon neglecting higher order terms, the Taylor series expansions of r at time t are,
r (t+ St) = r (t) + v (t) St + I (t) Ste 	(2-6-1)2
r (t — St) = r (t) — v (t) +—l a (t) St2 	(2-6-2)2
where v(t) and a(t) is the velocity and acceleration at t.
A subtraction of eq.(2-6-2) from eq.(2-6-1) yields
c	 e
r (t+ St) = r (t) + v (t + St) St (2-6-8)
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r(t+ 280 = r(t+45t)+v(t+ St) Est + 	 (t+ St) 8? 	 (2-6-5)
It follows from eq.(2-6-l), eq.(2-6-4) and eq.(2-6-5) that
v (r + St) = v (t) + — [a (t) + a (t + 80] St	 (2-6-6)2
In this "velocity Verlet algorithm", the velocities at the midstep are defined as follow.
v (t + 12— St) = v (t) + 
1
— a (t) St2
v (t + 2-
1 St) = v (t) + F (t)
	St2 m
Or
(2-6-7)
where F (t) is an exerted force on a particle and m is a particle mass. The new positions
at time t+ St are calculated using eq.(2-6-1) and eq.(2-6-7).
The forces at time ( t + St) are then computed because the positions of particles at time
( t + St) and the material properties are now known. From the calculated force, the
acceleration at time ( t + St) can be calculated using
	a (t+ St) = F (t+ St)  
m
From eq.(2-6-6) and eq.(2-6-7), the velocities at time t + St can be calculated as follow.
v (t+ St) = v(t+ —/ St) + —l a (t + St) St2	 2
or
v (t+ St) = v (t+ —St) + 1 F(t+St) 8t2	 2 m (2-6-9)
t + Stt+ i2 Stt — —
1 St2
End of current
time step
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INTEG1 INTEG2
Calculate translational
velocities at start of
current time step
(equation 2-6-9)
Calculate coordinates at end of current
time step (equation 2-6-8) to calculate
interparticle forces for next time step
Start of current
time step
Figure 2.12 Integrating procedures.
2.7 Volume Fractions of a Particle in Each Zone
.Spatially-averaged terms, such as velocities, granular temperature and stresses in
an assembly of granular material, subjected to shear, can be obtained by taking
appropriate mass weighted average values after steady state has been attained. Let "H"
be the height of a computational box and r be the radius of flow particles. The height
of each layer is equal to or greater than the maximum radius and smaller than the
maximum diameter of flow particles, so that the largest particle will not occupy more
than three zones at a time instant in this numerical model. The actual number of zones
nyzone which are parallel to xz plane are computed as,
nyzone = Intr—
r
By assuming uniform materials (i.e., material properties of any arbitary point in a
material are expected to be the same as the remaining part of the material), we can
consider that the mass of a material fraction is linearly proportional to the volume of
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the material fraction.
In this particle dynamics modeling, particles in granular shear flow are supposed
to be frozen in each very short time step to calculate macroscopic quantities such as
granular temperature and stresses. At that instant of time, the maximum number of
zones occupied by a flow particle can not exceed three. In order to obtain the mass
weighted average values, the volume fractions of particles are needed in each time
step. The calculations of the volume fractions in three dimensional granular shear flow
are described as follows:
(1). One zone is occupied by particle "i". (See Figure 2.13)
Calculation of the volume fraction of a particle is not necessary because all of it
belongs to the one particular zone.
Figure 2.13 Volume fraction when one zone is occupied by particle i.
(2). Two zones are occupied by particle "I"
Consider particle i is occupied by two y zones as Figure 2.14, then the upper
fraction belongs to the zone K+1 and the lower fraction belongs to the zone K.
Variabes dpos(i) and dneg(i) are the diameter fractions of particle "i" in
zones K+1 and K, respectively.
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Figure 2.14 Volume fraction when two zones are occupied by particle i.
The volume in zone K+1 and is given by
Vk+1 = icx2 dy = 3-7Cr —Ea (12 — a2 ) , where x = .112 — y
2
3
a
Since the volume of the whole sphere is 43—nr
3 , then the volume in Zone K is given by
Vk = 4-3 Iv"? —Vk+ 1 = —23 7E1.3 + na (r2 — a2 ) ,3
where a = r (1— 2dpos (i))
Therefore the volume fraction of particle "i" in zone (K+1) is
3il
k+ I	
2-3 nr
	
na (t2 — !a2 )
rpos (i) =
	 =Vt 	 4 xr3
3
where rpos(i) is the volume fraction in zone K+1 and Vt
 is the volume of whole
sphere.
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The volume fraction of the particle "i" in zone K is
Vk	 .33- it?' 3 + Ica (72 — la?)3 
rneg (i) = v
 =
v t	 álit3r
3
or simply
rneg (i) = 1— rpos (i)
where rneg(i) is the volume fraction in zone K. The above expressions for volume
fractions can be expressed in terms of the diameter fractions of particle "i" as follows
rpos (i) = 0.5 —0.75 (1 —2dpos (i)) + 0.25 (1 — 2 dpos (0) 3
rneg (i) = 0.5 + 0.75 (1 —2dpos (i)) — 0.25 (1 —2dpos (i)) 3 = 1- rpos (i)
(3). Three zones are occupied by particle "i"
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The volumes in zone K+1, zone K-1, and zone K are given by:
Vki_ 1 =prx2 dy = 32—icr3.—na(r2 —1 a2 )2 )3
a
Vk_l = inx	 2-2dy = 	 b2)3 	 3
a
Vk =— 4 nr3 —Y 	 V 	 = [a (r2 —1 a2 ) +b(r2 — 731 b2 )1,3 	 k+1- k- 1 -	 3
where
a = r (1 —2dpos (i)) , and b = r (1 —2dneg (i))
Variables dpos(i) and dneg(i) are the diameter fractions of particle "i" in zone K+1 and
zone K-1 , respectively. The volume fractions of the particle "i" in zone K+1 and zone
K-1 are,
Ilk+1 	2-3 1c73-Ra(l2- 31a2) rpos (i) =
	
V t 	nr3
3
_ 	 _ 1 112 \
Vk-1 3n"v" 3rneg (i) =  ,
	
t 	 4 nr33
Therefore the volume fraction of the particle "i" in zone K is
rmid (i) = 1 rpos (1) — rneg (1)
In terms of diameter fractions, the above expressions are given by,
rpos (i) = 0.5-0.75 (I —2dpos (i)) +025 (1 2dpos (i)) 3
rneg (i) = 0.5 — 0.75 (1 —2dneg (i)) + 0.25 (I —2dneg (i)) 3
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2.8 Effective Coefficient of Restitution
Fgure 2.16 shows the relationship between the interparticle normal force and the
corresponding displacement. This force model was developed by Walton (46) .
In this study, all particles are smooth, and hence there are no tangential momentum
transfers, consequently a tangential force model is not included.
1
Figure 2.16 Relationship between forces and displacements.
The collisional process used in this study has two parts. One is the "deformation
period" in which the distance between particle centers decreases and hence the
interparticle force F between colliding particles increases to maximum value F max
The other is the" restoration period" in which the particle centers move apart and hence
the interparticle force between particles decreases to zero.
Let xi and x2 be the maximum deformation and restoration, then F 	 be
max 
can 
expressed as,
x = K1
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Fmax	 (2-8-1)
K2
FmaxX2 = (2-8-2)
where K1 and K2 are normal force coefficients for loading and unloading
respectively. The total energy of a system composed of two colliding particles is given
by
E = T +V = 12— m(x)
2
 + 12— K1
x2
Because T + V is constant until the system lose its energy due to inelastic behaviour of
colliding particles when particles are separated, the energy changes are from maximum
kinetic and zero potential energy at x = 0, to zero kinetic and maximum potential
energy at x = x l . . Hence we may write
E = Tmax = Vmax
Therefore we can obtain following expression
mV2
 = K x2a	 I I
indicating that the relative velocity of approach (Va ) becomes maximum just before
impact and zero when the displacement (overlap) becomes x1 . From the same reason
as described in the deformation period, we may use
mV2 = K2x2
for restoration period, where Vs is the relative separation velocity.
Therefore the relative velocity of approach (Va ) just before impact can be expressed as,
Va = (2-8-3)
kik;
Vs m
(2-8-4)
C
e 	 17- - (2-8-6)
and the relative velocity of separation (Vs) just after separation is
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From equations (2-8-3) and (2-8-4), the effective coefficient of restitution for the spring
latching model is obtained as follow
Vs x2
	
e = 17:2" x pk71
(2-8-5)
From equations (2-8-1), (2-8-2) and (2-8-5), the effective coefficient of restitution for
this force model is given by
2.9 Time Step
In the "soft sphere model", a collision between particles does not occur instantly but
occurs for a finite duration over which the force law must be numerically integrated
using the relative positions and velocities of particles which are included in a collision.
In order to determine accurate trajectory changes due to a particle collision, many
calculational time steps are usually required. Therefore computational efficiency is
often a major concern when employing these models. However this approach is very
powerful for assemblies of particles with continuous and multiple contacts, and
hence represents a better model than the "hard sphere model", which is simply based
on a binary collision between particles.
Figure 2.17 shows spring latching sphere model, where K 1 , K2 are spring constants
and m 1 , m2 are masses of particles. When two particles are deformed, the interparticle
force between two particles is
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F1 = K 1x 1
and when two particles are separated, the interparticle force between two particles is
F2 = K2x2
where x 1 , x2 are overlaps between two particles when particles are being deformed,
and separated.
Figure 2.17 Spring latching model.
In general, a shorter time step yields better results since the trajectories of particles
can be traced more accurately. However the main problem is that as the number of time
steps for diagnostics increases, when particles are contacting each other, efficiency of
computations decreases. In order to maintain efficiency of computations, the following
approach is adopted.
The reduced mass g of particles 1 and 2 is given by
mi m2 
=
ml m2
In order to compute the time step, the restoration period is considered, since K 2 is
always larger than K 1 for an inelastic collision. (This was in previous section. See
equation (2-8-6)).
St =
ne 12K
(2-9-4)
For the restoration period,
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r 	 = (2-9-1)
where "t" is the contact time and co is the natural frequency in restoration period.
When all particles in a system have the uniform mass "m", then the reduced mass t
becomes 1 m and equation (2-9-1) becomes
(2-9-2)t = 2K2
Upon substituting equation (2-8-6) into the above expression, we have
mt ne 12K
Therefore a time interval for the spring latching model is given by
(2-9-3)
where n is the number of time steps during a single collision. This should be determined
by users. From the simulational results, in this work, it was found that a reasonable
number of time steps is in the range between 40 and 60. When the number of time steps
is not enough for updating the linked list of near neighbors of particle "i", then the
simulation will be halted so that the value of n can be appropriately modified. As the
number of time steps increases, the running time for a simulation increases and
computational efficiency decreases.
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2.10 Spatial Mass-Weighted Average Zone Velocity
In order to calculate the spatial-averaged y-zone velocities, the volume fraction of a
particle is added to the zone which is occupied by the fraction of the particle.
Particle "i" has velocity Vi =	 2 +	 + V2 , in which V , V and V
zi 
are thexi 	y i	zi
	x 	 yi
components in the x, y, z directions. From these velocity components and volume
fractions of particles, the sum of mass-weighted x, y, and z-translational velocities in
each y-zone are obtained as shown in the relations below.
syvx(npos(i)) =
syvx(nmid(i)) =
syvx(nneg(i)) =
syvy(npos(i)) =
syvy(nmid(i)) =
syvy(nneg(i)) =
syvz(npos(i)) =
r
• 
pos (i) • rmass (i) • vx (i)
i=1
E rmid (i) • rmass (i) • vx (i)
i=1
E rneg (i) • rmass (i) • vx (i)
i
rpos (1) • rmass (i) • vy (i)
=
E rmid (i) • rmass (i) • vy (i)
i=1
E rneg (i) • rmass (i) • vy (i)
i-1
E rpos (i) • rmass (i) • vz (i)
=
(2-10-1)
(2-10-2)
(2-10-3)
(2-10-4)
(2-10-5)
(2-10-6)
(2-10-7)
a' E.
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Figure 2.19 Average velocity components in the x direction in local volumes.yvx(1),
yvx(2),
	 yvx(n) are average velocities in x direction in zones 1, 2, ...n.
2.12 Piecewise Linear Curve Approximation for the Mean Shear Field
Figure 2.20 depicts the mean shear field which is caused by moving boundaries.
Although it is not the exact shear field in the system, it approaches the actual field as
the number of zones increases. By taking the time averaged value of a particle random
motion about the mean shear field, we can compute macroscopic quantities for flowing
granular materials.
yshear (1) = yvx (1) — ( 1 ) t (i) • dyzone2
(2) The velocities at the bottom of other zones are given by
(2-12-1)
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yshear (i) = yvx (i —1) + E (1 —1) • dyzone, where E is the shear rate in zone i ( See
section 2.11), and dyzone is the height of each y-zone. Therefore, the mean shear field
corresponding to the y coordinate of particle "i" can be expressed as
Ux. = yshear (ncet (i)) + E (ncet (1)) • {y (i) — (ncet (1) — 1) • dyzone}
where ncet(i) is the zone index for the center of particle "i" ( See section 2.5), and y(i)
is the y coordinate of particle "i". The first term on the right hand side in equation (2-
12-2) is the velocity at the bottom of zone which is occupied by the center of particle
"i", and the second term is the relative velocity, (corresponding to the y coordinate of
particle "i"), with respect to the velocity yshear(ncet(i)).
2.13 Deviatoric Velocity
In the shear flow of granular materials, random motions about the mean shear field are
necessary to force collisions between particles. The energy associated with the random
motions of particles is called "granular temperature". (Granular flows are in non-
equilibrium state due to the non-constant "granular temperature".) These random
particle motions also contribute to the kinetic or streaming part of the stress tensor (See
section 2.17). The initial particle fluctuation velocities in the computational box are
randomly assigned so that a zero velocity for the system center of mass is obtained.
After the initial stage, the x-component of each particle's deviatoric velocity (v x ) can
be obtained by subtracting mean shear field Ux. from the velocity of particle i (Vx. ).
i
vx = Vx — [yshear (ncet (i)) + (ncet (0) • {y ( i) (ncet (i) —1) • dyzone}• 	 •
Here vx. and Vx. are the x-components of the deviatoric and absolute velocities of
particle "i", respectively.
ear field
Deviatoric velocity
Figure 2.21 Deviatoric velocity component in x direction.
The root mean square (rms) deviatoric velocity (mas weighted average) for the
entire computational box is expressed as
1/2
(v2 )1/2 =	 v2 + v2 ± v2
ntL xi y i 	ji
where n is the total number of flow particles in the system, and v and v
zi are the y andYi
z components of particle "i"s deviatoric velocity.
In each y-zone, the rms deviatoric velocity is expressed as follows:
(1) Contribution to the rms deviatoric velocity by the upper fractions of particles
(v (npos) 2)1/2
=  	 rpos (i) x rmass (i) x (v2 vy2 i + v21))ymass (npos (I)) i = 1
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(2) Contribution to the rms deviatoric velocity by the mid-fraction of particles
(v (nmid) 2 )1/2
1/2
= 	1 
	rmid (i) x rmass (i) x (vx2i +v;i +v2zi))ymass (nmid (1))
= 1
(3) Contribution to the rms deviatoric velocity by the lower portion of particles
(v (nneg) 2 )1/2
n 1/21
	2 	 2 	 2rneg (i) x rmass (i) x (v xi + vyi + v zi( ymass (nneg (i))
=
Here ymass is the sum of particles belong to each y-zone, and rmass(i) is the mass of
particle "i", and rpos(i), rneg(i), rmid(i) are the volume fractions of particle "i" (See
section 2.7), and npos(i), nneg(i), nmid(i) are the y-zone indice (See section 2.5).
2.14 Kinetic Energy Associated with Particle Fluctuation Velocities
Since the kinetic energy varies with time "t", it is necessary to calculate the time
averaged value of this quantity after the system has attained a "steady state". The
kinetic energy associated with a particle's random motion about the mean shear field is
obtained from the deviatoric velocities described in the section 2.13. The deviatoric
translational kinetic energy due to the x , y, and z components of the deviatoric
velocity of particle "i" can be expressed as,
(1) . For upper fraction of particle "i",
n
KEx (pos) = 1 	rpos (i) x rmass (i) xv
2
2V (2-14-1)
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KEy (pos) = 1— rpos (i) x rmass (1) x v22V ha
i=1
, rKEz(pos) = 2 
I—V 2 rpos (1) x rmass (i) x v2
i =1
(2-14-2)
(2-14-3)
where KEx' KEy and KEz are the kinetic contributions due to the random motions of
upper fractions of particles, and V is the volume of y-zone, and rmass(i) is the mass of
particle "i", and rpos(i) is the volume fraction of particle "i" (See section 2.7).
(2). For mid-portion of particle "i",
n
KEx (mid)=
	
rmid(i) x rmass (I) x v2 2Vi=
KEy (mid) = 1 E rmid (i) x rmass (i) x v y22V = 1
vnZ (mid)
	 rpos (i) x rmass (i) x v2= 1 2V hai
(3). For lower portion of particle "i",
KEx(neg) = 1 I rneg (i) x rmass (i) x vx2 2V = 1
KEy (neg) = —1 	 rneg (i) x rmass (i) xvy22V iha.
(2-14-4)
(2-14-5)
(2-14-6)
(2-14-7)
(2-14-8)
	KEz (neg) = 12V 	 rneg (i) x rmass (1) x v
2
	i 	 1
(2-14-9)
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2.15 Average Number of Particles in Each Zone
The average number of particles in each zone is computed as
dypack (npos (i)) = 	 rpos (i)
i = 1
for upper fraction of particle "i", where rpos(i) is the volume fraction, and npos(i) is
the zone index.
For mid-fraction of particle "i",
dypack (nmid (I)) = 	 rmid (i)
=
and for low fraction of particle "i",
dypack (nneg (i)) = 	 rneg (i)
i=
2.16 Distribution of Fluctuation Velocities
In a granular shear flow, random motions about the mean shear are necessary to force
collisions between particles. In order to examine the effects of boundaries and material
properties on the random motions of particles, the distributions of deviatoric velocity
components in the x, y, and z-directions are compared with each other. Follows are
variables used in determining the deviatoric velocity distribution:
nvel
This is the total number of velocity distribution intervals. This is input in "i3ds".
nvelhalf
This is one half of "nvel".
vavez
Initial rms deviatoric velocity. This is input in "i3ds".
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delvx
This is a deviatoric velocity distribution interval in x direction and expressed as
delvx = 6.*vavez/nvel
delvy
This is a deviatoric velocity distribution interval in y direction and expressed as
delvy = 6.*vavez/nvel
delvz
This is a deviatoric velocity distribution interval in z direction and expressed as
delvz = 6.*vavez/nvel
Inverses of the intervals are
delvxi= 1./delvx
delvyi= 1./delvy
delvzi= 1./delvz
zero deviatoric velocity
 	 For positive deviatoric velocities
For negative deviatoric velocitie	 (from 0 to 3*vavez)
(from 0 to -3*vavez)
	
nvel-2	 nvel
I I	 I
nvelhalf
"delvx" or "delvy" or "delvz"
nvel-1
Figure 2.22 Deviatoric velocity distribution.
The distribution of x, y and z components of deviatoric velocities is calculated using
n = nvelhalf + int (vdevx • delvxi)
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n = nvelhalf+ int (vdevy • delvyi)
n = nvelhalf+ int (vdevz • delvzi)
where n is the interval to which the deviatoric velocity belongs. In order to obtain the
distributions of particles, "n" should be counted for the corresponding velocity
distribution interval.
2.17 Stress Tensor
In the flow of granular materials at non-equilibrium steady state, fluctuations of of the
particle motions about mean velocity field is necessary to force collisions between
particles. If there are no fluctuations about mean velocity field, then no momentum will
be transferred, and therefore no stresses will be generated in this system. For this
reason, mean velocity field ui does not contribute to the stress tensor.
The stress generated in granular shear flow consists of two components. One is an
inertial term including the momentum carried by the particles themselves and the other
is a collisional or potential term representing the momentum being transferred by the
interparticle forces acting between particles.
An expression for the stress tensor can be obtained from the virial theorem which
can be applied to non-equilibrium particle dynamics. Consider an assembly of particles,
with position vectors and deviatoric velocity vectors about a mean shear field (ri ,
V.) and whose momenta mV i are both bounded. (This is true since a particle mass "m"
is constant, the maximum value of any coordinate of a particle is confined in a fixed
unit cell, and the maximum velocity of any particle is bounded within the limit due to
inelastic collisions between particles.)
The following derivation of the virial theorem is adopted from Ladd (48).
A dynamical variable S(t) as
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S (t) = 	 r
where "i" is the arbitrary particle in a system. The time derivative of S is
dt 	 ti+mai• ri) = 	 (mVi •Vi + F i • ri)
The average value of --dtSd (t) over a sufficiently large time interval "t" is
(—d- 	–1– r _dsdt = s (t) - s (°) dt 	 t dt 	 t
0
Since S is a bounded function, and hence (—ds ) vanishesdt
(t) = S (0)
so that
	
(ImVi • Vi) = –(IFi ri)	 (2-17-1)
Therefore,
(T) = (vs- F .• 1• r.)2 A""f 1	 (2-17-2)
The right hand side of equation (2-17-2) was termed by Clausius (49) the virial of the
system. Vlausius's virial theorem states that the average kinetic energy of a system of
particles is equal to its virial. The virial does not depend on the motion of particles but
depends on the forces acting on particles. The forces in a granular flow are usually from
the forces exerted on the particles by the other particles and the pressure exerted on
particles by the boundaries of the system. These contributions will now be explained.
If dS is an element of surface in the system containing particles, then a force
--n • PdS is exerted on the particles, where n is an unit outward vector normal to the
surface, and P is the pressure acting on the surface element dS. Therefore the
dS (t)
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contribution of the pressure to the virial
(--/ (VFi • ri))2 'fed
is
—1[ef (—P xx—P yy—P zz) dS1 ,2
where P = Pxi+Pyl+Pzk.
By assuming that the pressure is uniformly distributed (i.e., isotropic) at all points of
the surface of the system and by Gauss's theorem, the above expression becomes
I ax az 3if (a 4- dxdydz = Pv (2-17-3)
where v is the volune of the system. It is emphasized that pressure P given in equation
(2-17-3) was derived assuming isotropy, and hence P = Px = Py = Pz
For a system having periodic boundaries, whenever a particle leaves a primary
cell and its image re-enters the primary cell in the opposite direction, the particle exerts
a force —L (n • F 1.) on particles near periodic boundaries. This results in the same result
as above. (Ladd(48)). However for a system having no boundary, no force is exerted
on particles around boundaries. (See Figure 2.23)
Now consider the potential part of the virial from interparticle force. (( Ladd (48)).
The interparticle force between two particles at distance R if is a repulsive force
(R 1.J.) , which is a function of the distance between particle i and the nearest image
of particle j, R u , only. Let the coordinates of two colliding particles be (x,y,z) and
(x 1 , y l , z 1 ), and let the forces acting on particles "1" and "j" be (Fr , F y , F z ) and (F x ,
F , F ), respectively.
Yi 	 e i
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Since Fx = —Fri , F = —Fyi , F2 = F21
it follows that, (Loeb (50))
x —x i
FX = (1)(R I.f) —Rif
x i — x
Fxi = 4)(R ip  R..
1.1
Y1F y = (R i d
nij
F = (R ..) y 1 
Y 1	 1.1	 Rif
z—z i
F = (Rif)  R 
ij
z 1 — z
F = (R i .
J
) 	
21 	 Rif
Therefore the contribution of the interparticle forces to the virial for particle i and j is
1 R (R ..) upon summing over all pairs of particles, the virial for the interparticle2
forces becomes,
/	 (Rij) 
D 	[ (x —x i ) 2 + (y — y 1 ) 2 + (z z i ) 2] = 	 (Rif) 	 (2- 17-4)i>	 i>3
From equation (2-17-2), (2-17-3) and (2-17-4)
2-1
 EmV? = Pv —	 Rip (R if)
i>j
Therefore the pressure for the sytem is given by
1P = [Emil? + ER (R ..)]ry" 	 (2-17-5)
i >j
where
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V2 = (VX )
2
+ (Vyi)
2
+ (Vz )
2
,
i	 i
= R2v + R2 + R2 = (x -- x1) 2 + (y-y 1 ) 2 + (z-z 1 ) 2
• (R u) 2 = Fz+Fy + FZ
The first term on the right hand side in equation (2-17-5) is the kinetic contribution and
second term is the potential or collisional contribution to the pressure.
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indicates mean, and p = is the density of the material (mass/volume). When
pressure P is isotropic, then the mean stress, from the stress tensor in Chapman and
Cowling, is P = 1—3 pC
2 =P =P =P which is the same as the first term onxx 	 yy 	 zz
the right hand side in equation (2-17-5).
The normal and shear stresses at the boundaries can be calculated by considering
the components of momentum transfer during collisions with boundaries and then
taking time averages over appropriate time intervals after the system has attained a
"steady state".
2.18 Time Averaging Scheme
By taking appropriate time averages of macroscopic quantities of granular materials,
some of the useful data to understand the behavior of a granular flow can be obtained.
The time at which to begin cumulative averaging is determined by the user, i.e., the user
must estimate when steady-state has been attained. This is done by examining the
fluctuations of the computed quantities such as stress tensors and granular temperature.
From this information, the user can estimate whether the system has been reached at
steady state or not. Long term cumulative averages (See Figure 2.24) are done after a
determination of steady state is made. Once the system has been reached steady state,
the code is restarted and run to a time "tmax", during which time, long term averages
will be done. The following are parameters needed in performing this averaging.
t:
This is the value of current time (second). Initial value is zero.
dt:
This is the shortest time interval for the computation of diagnostics in the code. It
should be smaller than an update time for the linked list of near neighbors of
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particle i.
tzero:
This is the value of time at which the long-term averages will begin.
dtout:
This is time interval for printing out the diagnostics. 	 Short term cumulative
averages are computed in each time interval "dtout".
tmax
This is the maximum running time for a simulation.
CHAPTER 3
BOUNDARIES OF
THE COMPUTATIONAL COUETTE CELL
In recent years, considerable efforts have been made to analyze the interactions
between flow particles and the boundaries which contain them since a complete
understanding of the behaviour of flowing granular materials must include boundaries.
Expermental results of Augenstein and Hogg (22), Savage and Sayed (9), Hanes and
Inman (11) demonstrate that differences in boundary conditions can cause• significant
differences in measured stresses.
Figure 3.1 Computational cell.
In this study, parallel bumpy boundaries composed of identical, smooth and inelas-
tic half spheres, which are parallel to the xz plane, are used to investigate boundary
effects. In order to simulate a large sytem, periodic boundaries are used in the planes
which are perpendicular to x and z directions. The coordinates of boundary particles
are generated in the form of triangular or square arrangements to examine the effects of
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the geometry of boundary particles. In order to drive a shear flow in a system, a con-
stant velocity U in positive x-direction, and U in negative x-direction is imposed on the
upper and lower walls, respectively. (See Figure 3.1). The spacing between boundary
particles can be varied by changing the number of boundary particles while fixing the
system size, or by changing the system size while fixing the number of boundary parti-
cles. Also the spacing can be varied by reducing the relative diameter of boundary par-
ticles with respect to that of flow particles.
3.1 Periodic Boundary Condition
Periodic boundary conditions can be explained as a combination of a primary cell and
surrounding imaginary cells, which contain exactly the same configurations as those in
the primary cell.
Figure 3.2 shows a large array of computational cells where I, 7 indicate imaginary
and primary cells, respectively. Figure 3.3 shows the primary cell only. Therefore,
when particles i and j are on the side of primary cell as in Figure 3.3, then the fractions
of particles i and j are relocated on opposite sides. When particle k is in the corner of
the primary cell, then other fractions are relocated in three other corners. Fig 3.3 also
shows that particle k is contacting with particle 2, and the lower fraction of particle k
which is actually the image of particle k is contacting with particle 1.
The coordinates (xP' zP ) of particle i in the primary cell can be expressed as
Xi
xP = x. — L • int (—L )
zi
zP = z.—L• int( L )
Since the plane which is perpendicular to the y direction is not a periodic boundary,
then,
yp Y•
]
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3.2 Coordinates of Boundary Particles
The non-periodic boundaries, i.e., the planes which are perpendicular to the y
direction, used in this study are not solid planes, but are arrangements of uniform,
inelastic and smooth half spheres. Hence the spacing between boundary particles must
not exceed a maximum value in order to prevent flow particles from passing through
the gap between the boundary particles. In this study, two types of the arrangements of
boundary particles, i.e., square and triangular, are considered to examine the effects of
geometry in boundary particles.
F
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From Figure 3.4, the maximum possible spacing which prevents flow particles
from passing through the boundaries is found as
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The spacing s2 along the line AD in a square arrangement becomes
s2 = d(4-1) + lir 1
since x = z, where s2 must not exceed the maximum possible spacing shown in
equation (3-2-0).
When a square arrangement for boundary particles is used, the initial coordinates
of the boundary particles are generated as follows.
For the lower boundary,
x. = (i —1) • L 1 	nxby0' (i =1, 2, ..., nxby0)
z. = (j —1) •  L 	 U = 1, 2, ..., nzby0)
nzby0
where nxby0, nzby0 are the number of boundary particles along the x and z axes on the
lower boundary, respectively. L is the side of the computational cell. The y-coordinates
of all boundary particles on the lower boundary are zero.
For the upper boundary,
x. = (i —	 L1) • 	  (i = 1, 2, ..., nxby I)1	 nxbyl'
z = (j — 1) • 	 L
'	 nzbyl ' (i = 1 , 2 , ..., nzbyl)
where nxbyl , nzbyl are the number of boundary particles along the x and z axes on the
upper boundary, respectively. The y coordinates of all boundary particles on the upper
boundary are the same as the height of the computational cell.
For example, consider L = H = 6d, where "d" is a diameter of the boundary
particles, and let the numbers of boundary particles in x and z directions, (nxby0 and
nzby0) , be equal to 5. The coordinate of the first boundary particle (i.e., i = I , j = 1) on
the lower boundary is
X1 = 0
yl = 0
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z 1 = 0
The coordinate of the second boundary particle (i.e., i = 2, j = 1) is
6d
X2 = 5-
Y2 =
z2 = 0
By continuing above procedure, the coordinates of boundary particles are generated as
shown in Figure 3.6, where the shaded particles indicate the image of boundary
particles which are on the opposite sides.
Periodic Boundaries
Figure 3.6 Coordinates of boundary particles in a square arrangement.
An average spacing between boundary particles is defined as the average of all
s i 's and s2 's. If there are m particles along the x axis and n particles along the z axis,
then the average spacing between boundary particles, s ave , is defined as
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(m +2mn+ n)s 1 +2mns2
save 	 (3-2-1) — 	 m+4mn+ n
The mean spacing, save , is used in determining "wall roughness". In a square
arrangement (m = n, x = z), equation (3-2-1) becomes
2 (n+1)s i +2ns2
S ave a 	 2(2n+1)
3.2.2 Triangular Arrangement
Figure 3.7 describes the spacing between boundary particles in a triangular
arrangement, where r is the diameter of boundary particles, s i is the distance between
boundary particles along the line AB. The angle a between lines OC and CB is
expressed as,
()
a = atan [  X2Z
where X is the distance between centers in x direction and Z is the distance between
d+s i
centers in z direction, and s2 	 2 sin a= 	 – d is the distance along the line CB. If the
numbers of boundary particles along the x and z axes are the same, and X = Y, the
d (,[5- –2) +s i [5-
spacing along the line line CB is expressed as s2 = 	
2
	. From given X
and Z (See Figure 3.7a), the angle a between lines BC and CD is
BE CFcow = — =--- —BC OC
X 2 2 	 1	 S2where BC = 4I-(-
2
) +Z, BE = Z, CF = 2BC, OC = r + 2 '
(3-2-1a)
Therefore, s2
 is expressed as,
' X2s2 — —4Z +Z-2r
where s2
 must not exceed the maximum possible spacing shown in equation (3-2-0).
Figure 3.7 Definition of spacing in the triangular boundary arrangement.
Figure 3.7a Definition of s2 in the triangular boundary arrangement.
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When a triangular arrangement for boundary particles is used, initial coordinates
of boundary particles are generated as follows.
For the lower boundary,
x. 	
(1— mod (j, 2) )L + (i 1) • 	  
' 
(i =1, 2, ..., nxby0)2 nxby0 	 nxby0
z • = (j —1) • L 	(j =1, 2, ..., nzby0)nzby0'
where nxby0, nzby0 are the number of boundary particles along x and z axis on the
lower boundary, respectively.The y coordinates of all boundary particles on the lower
boundary are zeros.
For the upper boundary,
x. — 
(1 — mod U, 2) )L + (i — 1) • 	2nxbyl	 nxbyl' (i = 1, 2, ..., nxby I)
—1)
nzbyl
nzbyl
where ruby] , nzbyl are the number of boundary particles along x and z axis on the
upper boundary, respectively. The y coordinates of all boundary particles on the upper
boundary are equal to the cell height.
For example, consider a system which has height H = 7d, where d is the diameter
of the flow particles, and nxby0 = nzby0 nxby 1 = nzbyl = 6. The coordinate of the
first boundary particle (i.e., i = 1, j = 2) on the lower boundary is
7d
= T
y 1 = 0
7d
z2 =
The coordinate of the second boundary particle (i.e., i = 2, j = 2) on the lower wall is
7d 7d 7d
x2 = 12 + 6 = 4
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Y2 = u
7d
Z2 	 6
Therefore, the coordinates of all boundary particles are generated as shown in Figure
3.8, where the shaded particles are the images of particles in opposite sides.
r--• X
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If the numbers of boundary particles along the x and z axes are the same, equation (3-
2-2) becomes
(n + 1 ,—2 ) s 1 + 2ns2
3n+ 2-
1save
(3-2-2a)
3.3 Wall Velocities
Once the coordinates of boundary particles are generated, a wall velocity is assigned to
the boundary particles. For example, if the lower wall velocity is -U and the upper wall
velocity is U, then all boundary particles on the lower wall have the constant velocity -
U and all boundary particles on the upper wall have the constant velocity U. (See
Figure 3.9).
	L_
U 	 _,q 	 s
uy
Free particle of C-21:
diameter D
.14 `•, Periodic boundaries
r-- Diameter d
U
Figure 3.9 Wall velocities.
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3.4 Boundary Roughness
The degree of boundary roughness can be varied by changing the relative diameter of
boundary particles to that of flow particles, or by changing the spacing between
boundary particles. Also the geometry of boundary particles can affect on the boundary
roughness since spacing can be varied due to particle geometries. As the relative
diameter of boundary particles and the spacing decrease, the boundary roughness
decreases. The triangular arrangement has a smaller average spacing than the square
arrangement when the solids packing fraction for boundary particles are the same.
For example, consider H L = 6d system with boundary particles in a square
arrangement, where d is the diameter of the boundary particles, and H, L are the height
and length of the computational cell, respectively. Let the numbers of the boundary
particles in x and z direction be equal to 6. (i.e., s 1 = 0, s2 = 0.4142d, See Section
3.2.1). From equation (3-2-1a), the average spacing is computed as,
[12 x 0.4142d]Save =	 = 0.1911d26
The mean spacing between the boundary particles in a triangular arrangement under
the same condition (i.e., s 1 = 0, s2 = 0.118d, See Section 3.2.2) as in the square
arrangement described above , is computed from equation (3-2-2a) and expressed as,
12s2
save = 18.5 = 0.07654d
CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
In this study, numerical simulations using the "spring latching model" were performed
to study the behavior of granular materials composed of uniform, smooth, and
inelastic spherical particles between parallel bumpy boundaries. The boundaries are
made up of uniform, smooth, and inelastic half spheres.
The initial coordinates of the flow particles in the computational box are randomly
generated by a computer, and then changed to minimize potential energy caused by
particle overlaps. Initial fluctuation velocities are randomly assigned to all particles so
that the net momentum of the system is zero. Shearing flow is then initiated by moving
the boundaries with constant speeds in opposite horizontal directions. The simulation
runs until the system reaches a "steady state", and then it restarts an averaging
procedure to obtain statistical averages of the data, such as the stress tensor, energy and
particle distributions. In order to examine the behavior of the flow throughout the
entire shear gap, spatial averages are calculated. Wall stresses are determined by
considering momentum transfer during collisions with the flow particles. The wall
stresses are , in most cases, presented as functions of solids packing fractions (the ratio
of the volume of the flow particles to the system dimension). The effect of the solids
packing fraction on the calculated boundary stresses is investigated by fixing the
shearing gap height H and the diameter ratio —d where D is the diameter of the flow
particles and d is the diameter of the boundary particles or by fixing the number of the
particles in the system while varying the system size. When the system size is fixed, the
number of the flow particles must be altered to obtain the various solids packing
fractions. In this case, the solids packing fraction increases as the number of the flow
particles incereases. In the case of fixing the number of the flow particles, the system
size must increase to make the solids packing fraction decreased. In the present work,
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the number of the flow particles is changed from 20 to several hundred particles in
order to vary solids packing fractions with fixed gap heights H ranging from 4D to 8D.
Computations for the system bigger than 8D are excluded since too large to obtain
results within a reasonable time frame.
The effect of boundary conditions, material properties, and the shearing gap height
on the behavior of flowing granular materials is carefully investigated in the present
study. One of the major factors which determine the boundary conditions is wall
roughness. The wall roughness can be varied by changing the spacing, or the diameter
ratio ( the ratio of the diameter of the boundary particles to the diameter of the flow
particles), or the geometry of the boundary particles (i.e., changes in the particle
geometry also cause changes in the spacing). In the present study, the boundary
particles configurations are in the form of square and triangular arrangements in order
to examine the effects of the wall geometry. (See Figure 4.1).
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The calculated normal and shear stresses on the boundary and stress ratio (i.e.,
ratio of the shear to the normal stress) are compared with the theoretical predictions of
Lun et al. (6) for an infinite shear field and the simulational results of Savage (44). Slip
velocities on the boundary are also compared with the kinetic theory analysis of
Richman (20). The distributions of the particles and fluctuation velocities, which are
affected by boundary conditions and material properties, are also examined in the
present study. Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters which were varied and the physical
quantities computed. All Figures from the present study can be found in Appendix A.
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4.1 Boundary Stresses
The effect of boundary conditions and material properties on the boundary stresses is
examined over the range of solids packing fractions (v) of the flow particles between
0.2 and 0.5236. The calculated stresses are nondimensionalized in the same, standard
fashion as in the kinetic theory of Lun et al. (6) and the simulational work of Savage
(44). This is done to facilitate comparison of results. The nondimensional shear and
normal stresses are in the form,
Px
	 and 	Pyy 
p D2 ( 2U ) 2 p D2 ( 2U ) 2
P H 	 P H
where pp is in the material density of the flow particles, D is the diameter of the flow
particles, U is the boundary velocity in the horizontal direction, H is the shearing gap
height (the distance between the upper and lower boundaries), and Pxy , Pyy are the
shear and normal stresses, respectively.
In the present work, wall roughness is varied by changing the geometry of the
boundary particles, and the spacing between boundary particles or diameter ratio ( ratio
of the diameter of the boundary particles to the diameter of the flow particles).
However there is a limit to this spacing as discussed in Chapter 3. If the boundaries are
too coarse, then the flow particles may pass through the boundaries, and consequently
this may result in significant reduction in solids packing fraction of the flow particles.
Since the stresses decrease .,as solids packing fraction decreases, the calculated stresses
will be lower than those corresponding to the desired solids packing fraction. However
at low solids packing fractions, interparticle forces due to particle overlaps are
relatively small (compared with those at high solids packing fraction), and hence the
flow particles may not pass through coarse boundaries having the spacing beyond a
maximum critical value defined in Chapter 3. As the number of the flow particles
increases, the interactions between the particles increase, and hence the possibility of
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the flow particles passing through the coarse boundaries increases.
A normal coefficient of restitution e, which is a factor that measures the degree of
inelasticity of the particles, is varied from 0.6 to 0.8 for the flow particles, and from 0.4
to 0.8 for the boundary particles. As the value of e increases, the particles become more
elastic. When e = 1, then the particles are called as perfectly elastic and do not lose
energy in a collision. This behavior can be observed in molecular dynamics since
molecules are modeled as perfectly elastic and hence conserve energy in collisions.
When e = 0, complete loss of energy occurs, and hence the particles are stick together
whenever collisions occur. This is called perfectly inealstic.
4.1.1 Dependence on Solids Packing Fractions
Bagnold (1) first found that the stresses increased as solids packing fractions increased,
by investigating the collisions between neutrally buoyant spheres suspended in water,
contained in the annular shear space between two concentric cylinders. Thereafter,
several reaserchers showed that solids packing fractions significantly affect the stresses
in a granular shear flow. It is accepted that at low solids packing fractions, the
dominant mechanism for the momentum transfer is the kinetic contribution which is
caused by particle fluctuation velocities. (Chapman and Cowling (33)). As the solids
packing fraction increases, the mean free path (the distance which flow particles can
move freely without any collision) decreases, and hence the close rubbing contacts
between particles occur more frequently. Therefore, the collisional contribution
dominate the momentum transfer.
Several computations were performed to obtain the wall stresses and to make
comparisons with the recent simulational work of Savage (44). The size of the system
in Savage's work was initially 7 particle-diameters-thick. The boundary particles are
whole spheres. Solids packing fraction was decreased by uniformly expanding the
system size. This means that the walls become effectively rougher as solids packing
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fraction decreases. The number of the flow and boundary particles were fixed as 245
and 98, respectively.
In the present work, the solids packing fractions were varied by changing the
system size from 6d to 7.4d while the number of the particles were fixed. The reason
why the 6d system was used as an initial system size is that the boundary particles are
uniform half spheres, and hence the number of layers for the flow particles was 5,
which was the same as that in Savage's 7 particle diameter-thick system. The number
of the flow and boundary particles used here were fixed as 180 and 72, respectively.
The calculated normal and shear stresses on the boundaries are shown in Figures A.1
2and A.2. The stresses have been nondimensionalized by dividing by p D2 (-2U ) ,P H
where pp is the particle material density, and D, U, H are the diameter of the particles,
wall velocity and shear gap height. The values obtained in these computations are in
excellent agreement with the results from Savage's 7 particle-layer-thick system.
Figure A.3 presents the stress ratio in the form of 
P x,, 
, where Pxy and Pyy are the
YY
shear and normal stresses on the boundary, respectively. As solids packing fraction
increases, the stress ratio decreases. Figures A.1 and A.2 also show that as solids
packing fraction increases, the stresses increase. The reason for this is that as solids
packing fraction increases the number of collisions between particles increases,
resulting in increasing interparticle forces. In the dense limit, particles are in close
rubbing contacts, and hence the interparticle forces are dominant mechanism for the
stress generation. Figure A.3 shows that as solids packing fraction increases, the stress
ratio decrease. This behavior can be explained as noting that as solids packing fraction
increases, the spacing (see Chapter 3) between the boundary particles decrease. As
solids packing fraction is increased (by reducing the system size while fixing the
number of the flow particles), the boundaries become smoother, and hence the
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momentum transfer in the shear direction (i.e., x direction) decreases. Consequently
this results in relatively low shear stress generation. Hence, this decrease in stress ratio
with increasing v is not dependent on the shear gap height but dependent on the wall
particle spacing. The dependence of stresses on the spacing or wall roughness will be
discussed in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.2 Dependence on Shear Gap Heights
The effect of distance between the moving boundaries was examined by varying the
gap height H from 4D to 8D. Figures A.4, A.5, and A.6 show the dimensionless shear
and normal stresses on the boundary and stress ratio versus various solids packing
fractions for different shearing gap heights. Comparisons with the theoretical
predictions of Lun et al. (6) for an infinite shear field (which does not include boundary
effect), are also presented.
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boundary particles to the diameter of flow particles), —d , was set to be unity. The
spacing along the edge of the square, s 1 (see Chapter 3), was zero for all shear gap
heights. Table 4.2 shows the various gap heights L/D and their associated number of
free and boundary particles.
The computed normal stresses are close to the theoretical work of Lun et al., but
the calculated shear stresses are much lower than theoretical predictions. Consequently
—Pxythe stress ratio, 
	
 is much lower than the results of Lun et al. The reason for this
Pyy
behavior is that the boundary used in these computations was a bumpy boundary
composed of smooth half spherical particles which are contacting each other. Hence
the free space between boundary particles is so small that the flow particles can barely
fit into this free space. Consequently the momentum transfer in the shearing direction
is reduced as compared with that in the direction perpendicular to the shear (i.e., y-
direction).
By changing the boundary from square to triangular, the computed stresses
change. Figure 4.1 shows the geometry of the boundaries. The spacing between
boundary particles is defined as s 1 along the x axis, and s 2 along the diagonal
direction. The mean spacing is defined as the mean of all s l s and s2 s (see Chapter 3).
If the solids packing fraction for the boundary particles in the square and triangular
arrangements, and the system sizes are the same, then the mean spacing in the
triangular arrangements is much lower than the one in the square arrangements. (See
Chapter 3).
Figures A.7, A.8 and A.9 show the dimensionless shear and normal stresses on the
boundary and the stress ratio versus solids packing fractions for different shear gap
heights. Comparisons are made with the theoretical predictions of Lun et al. (6) for an
infinite shear field. In these computations, the boundary particles were in the triangular
arrangements, the shearing gap heights were 4D , 6D and 8D, and the coefficients of
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restitution e for both flow and boundary particles were 0.8. The diameter ratio (i.e.,
diameter of boundary particles to the diameter of flow particles), —d was set to beD'
unity. The spacing, s i , was zero for all shear gap heights.
Table 43 Shear gap heights and number of particles for Figures A.7, A.8 and A.9.
LID Particle Range
Number of
Boundary Particles
4
6
8
20 - 48
80 - 180
200 - 448
32
72
128
The calculated stresses are much lower as compared with system having squarely
arranged boundary particles. (See Figures A.10 and A.11). However, this behavior was
expected since the spacing between the boundary particles in the triangular
arrangement (the mean spacing s 0.07656d) is less than that in the square
arrangement (the mean spacing s = 0.1912d) if the same number of the boundary
particles are used.
An observation to be made is the pronounced stress drop which occurs at H = 4D
for both the square and triangular boundary configurations. (See Figures A.12 and
A.13). This behavior was also observed in the simulational results of Savage (44), and
Kim and Rosato (45). In order to study the factors that creates this drop in stresses in
small systems such as H = 4D, the distribution of the particle centers is examined.
Figure 4.5 describes the computational method in calculating the distribution of
particle centers. In this study, 60 intervals were established along the line from y = 0 to
L. The number of centers in each interval is normalized by dividing by the total number
of the flow particles, thereby computing a frequency.
bounaary rarucies
Figure 4.2 Distribution of the particle centers.
As an example, for the case shown in Figure 4.2, the frequencies at y = d, 2d, 3d are
f = —412 = 0.333. By using the method described above, the distribution of the particle
centers along the y axis was computed. Figures A.14 and A.15 show the distribution of
the particle centers in the y-direction for H = 4D with the boundary particles in the
square arrangement. At the solids packing fracion v = 0.3818 for H = 4D, the number
of peaks is 3 and the distances between the peaks are about the diameter of the
particles. This behavior is unchanged at higher solids packing fraction v = 0.5236.
However, at the solids packing fraction of 0.5236 for H = 5D ( Figure A.16), the
number of peaks is 4 and another peak is being formed at the middle of shear gap,
although there is not enough space for another peak to form. For H = 6, 7D (Figures
A.17 and A.18) the numbers of peaks at the solids packing fraction of 0.5236 have
increased to 6 and 7, respectively. At the solids packing fraction of 0.4072 for H = 6D
(Figure A.19) and 0.463 for H = 7D (Figure A.20), the number of peaks are 5 and 6,
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respectively.
At high solids packing fraction v = 0.5236 for H = 4D, the particle center
frequency (y-coordinate) drops to zero between the peaks. This indicates that when the
boundary particles are touching each other (i.e., s 1 = 0), the system size 4D is too
small for the flow particles to move freely between layers in the system at high solids
packing fraction. The system is layered and particles tend to flow in these layers. It is
observed that the root mean square (rms) deviatoric velocity about the mean velocity
field is much lower than those for bigger systems at high solid packing fractions. (See
Figure 4.10a). This behavior is also found in the system having the triangular
arrangements for boundary particles. (See Figure A.22). Thus the layering and
subsequent stress drop at high solids packing fractions is a characteristic of systems
with small gap heights.
For the shear gap heights greater than 4D, the distribution frequencies of the
particle centers in the y-direction show that there are particle centers between the
peaks, and that the distances between peaks are less than the particle diameter at high
solids packing fractions. This of course, merely indicates that the flow particles
become close-packed as the solids packing fraction increases. In fact, this is indicative
of a change in the structure of the packing when the gap height is increased from 4D. A
change in the packing type causes the number of particle contacts to increase.
Therefore, the interparticle forces, (which do not not linearly increase with solids
packing fraction, for example, see Figure A.1), increase, and consequently higher
pressure or stress exist. This is in contrast to the small 4D system in which the
dominant collisional (or potential) momentum transfer is smaller than the higher
system.
Figures A.23 and A.24 show the distribution of particle centers along the y-axis for
the systems H = 4, 6D with the triangular arrangements. The trend shown here is the
same as those already observed in the case of the square arrangements. For the system
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H = 4D, there is no possibliity for the particle centers being placed between the peaks.
Clearly this indicates that the layering of the particles at high solids packing fraction
occurs. This behavior can be easily observed for a small system such as H = 4D.
Although the spacing is decreased when the system changes the arrangement format
for the boundary particles (i.e., from square to triangular arrangements), the size (6D)
is big enough to form another peak. (See Figure A.24). This indicates that the particles
can be more closely packed than those in the smaller system, consequently resulting in
higher stress generation.
From the results described above, following conclusion can be made. At high
solids packing fraction, a sudden stress drop occurs when the system size is small
(H 4D). However this behavior is not observed in the larger system. The spacing
between boundary particles also affect the stress drop for a small system. This effect
will be discussed in Section 4-1-3. The stress ratio, however, is not affected by the
shear gap height if the spacing between the boundary particles and the material
properties are the same. Under these conditions, the calculated stress ratio is roughly
the same as those for the bigger system even for the small system (H = 4D).
4.1.3 Dependence on Wall Roughness
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 describe the wall roughness. Wall rougnness can be changed by
varying either the spacing between the boundary particles or the diameter ratio. (i.e.,
the ratio of the diameter of the boundary particles to the diameter of the flow particles).
As the spacing or the diameter ratio decreases, the boundary becomes smoother.
Therefore, it is expected that as the roughness increases, the free space between
boundary particles increases, and hence the flow particles can be trapped between
boundary particles. This was shown in the previous work of Kim and Rosato (45). If
the boundary is rough enough, then at high solids packing fraction, the particles around
the boundaries move with almost the same velocity as that of the boundary. For this
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reason, momentum transfer in the shear direction for a flow with the rougher boundary
becomes greater than in the flow with the smoother boundary. Consequently this yields
higher stresses and Niger stress ratios in the flow with a rougher boundary.
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As the relative diameter of the boundary particles with respect to the diameter of
the flow particles decreases, the angle between the line connecting the particle centers
and the horizontal line increases. (See Figure 4.4). Therefore, the maximum possible
value of 0 is 90°, which is a perfectly smooth case in this work. In the present work,
three diameter ratios (—d = 1, 0.75, 0.5) are considered to examine the effect of the
diameter ratio upon stress generation.
In order to investigate the effect of wall roughness on the behavior of granular
materials, several computations were performed using a flow having the boundary
particles in the square or triangular arrangements.
Figures A.25, A.26 and A.27 show the dimensionless shear and normal stresses,
and stress ratio versus solids packing fraction for various spacings. In this
computation, the shear gap, H, was kept at a constant value of 6D, and the coefficient
of restitution e for both flow and boundary particles in the square arrangement was 0.8.
The diameter ratio, D, was unity. In order to change spacing, the number of boundary
particles are decreased. That is, 72 boundary particles are used for s = 0, and 50
boundary particles are used for s i = 0.2d. The number of flow particles is varied from
80 to 180 to obtain various solids packing fractions. The calculated normal and shear
stresses for the rough boundary (is, = 0.2d) are higher than those for the smooth
boundary (s 1 = 0). Since the increment in the normal stress is greater than the
increment in the shear stress, the stress ratio for the smooth boundary is lower than that
for the rough boundary. As previously described, this behavior is a consequence of the
spacing. At high solids packing fraction, the particles in the system experience large
interparticle forces by neighboring particles. This interparticle force presses the
particles to the coarse bumpy boundary, and it is possible that the particles can be
trapped between boundary particles. Therefore, the particles around the boundary
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move with the boundary. The effect of shear, in this case, is significant, and hence the
calculated stresses are higher than those for the smoother boundary.
Figures A.28, A.29 and A30 show a similar result for the dimensionless shear and
normal stresses , and the stress ratio with the shear gap H = 7D. In the computation, e
was fixed as 0.8 for flow and boundary particles in a square arrangement, and the
number of flow particles was varied from 120 to 294. The number of boundary
particles for s1
 = 0, s1 = 0.17d was 98 and 72, respectively.
The geometry of the boundary particles affect the mean spacing if the solids
packing fraction for the boundary particles in both square and triangular arrangements
are the same. For example, suppose that the number of the boundary particles in x, z-
direction is 6, respectively. Then there are 36 boundary particles on each wall. The
mean spacing between the boundary particles in square arrangement is obtained from
equation (3-2-1a), with n = m = 6, x = z, si = 0, and s2 = d	 – 1). Therefore,
ns2 	6s2
s 	2n+ 1 = —13 = 0.1911d
d(ji – 2)From equation (3-2-2a), with n = m = 6, x = z, s1 = 0, and s2 2 	, the
mean spacing for a triangular arrangement is obtained as,
2ns2 	1252
s = 	 = 0.07656d
3n+1	 18.52
As expected, the difference in the spacing is significant, even though the solids packing
fraction for the boundary particles are the same for both square and triangular
arrangements.
Figures A.31, A.32 and A.33 show the stresses and stress ratio for the shear gap
height H = 6D with the boundary particles in the square arrangement, and for H =
6.6385D with the boundary particles in the triangular arrangements. These
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computations were performed to examine the effects of the spacing and geometry of
the boundary particles on wall stresses. Even though the system sizes are different, the
average spacing as defined in Chapter 3 (see equation 3-2-la and 3-2-2a), is the same
for both boundary type. The number of the boundary particles in both cases was 72,
and the number of the flow particles was varied from 85 to 180 for the square
arrangements, and from 120 to 248 for the triangular arrangements. The calculated
stresses show good agreements with each other at the solids packing fraction lower
than 0.45. The stresses for the square arrangements are slightly higher than those for
the triangular arrangements at the solids packing fraction 0.5236. This could be due to
the effect of the geometry of the boundary particles. However the stress ratio shown in
Figure A.33 indiactes that the stress ratios are in good agreement.
4.1.4 Dependence on Restitution Coefficient
A change in material properties (i.e.,coefficient of restitution) also affects the wall
stresses. Inelastic behavior of the particles in the present study is modeled via by a
normal coefficient of restitution, which is independent on impact velocities. As a result
of inelastic collisions, particles lose a significant portion of incident kinetic energy
with every collision.
In order to examine effects of inelasic behavior, several computations were
performed. Figures A.34, A.35 and A.36 show wall stresses versus solids packing
fractions for e 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 for which L = 6d, s1 = 02d, and the diameter ratio
d = 1, where d and D are the diameters of the boundary and flow particles,
respectively. Theoretical predictions of Lun et al. (6) are presented as solid lines. In
this work, the number of boundary particles, which are in a square arrangement, was
fixed as 50 throughout simulations. The number of the flow particles was varied from
70 to 180.
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The wall stresses shown in Figures A.34 and A.35 are in good agreement with the
results of Lun et al. (6) except for the stresses at higher solids packing fractions near
v = 0.5, for e = 0.9. The results show that the stresses decrease as the coefficient of
restitution decreases. This behavior is expected since less elastic particles lose more
energy after a collision, and hence lower wall stresses are generated in the system. At
the solids packing fractions greater than 0.5 for e = 0.9, the obtained stresses are higer
then theoretical prediction of Lun et al. (6). This can be explained as noting that at high
solids packing fractions, the particles are in close rubbing contacts, which causes
significant interparticle forces. As particles become more elastic, the potential
momentum transfer increases since less energy is lost as a result of a collision. Figure
A.36 shows that as e decreases, stress ratios increase for s 1 = 0.2d.
Figures A.37 and A.38 show the difference in stresses when the material properties
for the flow and boundary particles are different. As expected, lower stresses are
observed for a less elastic boundary. However, Figure A.39 exhibits a different trend
from that observed in Figure A.36. The stress ratio remains almost constant with wall
inelasticity. The reason for this is, as was already observed, the dependence of stress
ratio on the spacing or wall roughness (see Figure A.3 in Section 4-1-1, and Figure
A.27 and A.30 in Section 4-1-3). The stress ratio decreases as the spacing decreases. In
these calculations, the triangular wall particles have the mean spacing s = 0.07656d ,
which is considerably less than that (s = 0.42593d) in the square arrangement shown
in Figure A.36. Therefore, the effect of the material properties for the wall particles
does not affect significantly on the stress ratio if the boundary is "very smooth".
4.1.5 Dependence on the Shear Rate
The normal and shear stresses versus solids packing fraction for shear rates of 1, 4, 10
are shown in Figures A.40 and A.41. The coefficient of restitution for the particles was
0.8, s i = 0.2d, H = 6D, and the diameter ratio was set to be unity. The number of the
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boundary particles in a square arrangement was 50, and the number of the flow
particles is varied from 80 to 180. The shear rate (E) is defined as —2U , where U and H
are the wall velocity and the shear gap height, respectively. Calculated stresses have
been nondimensionalized by dividing by p D2 (-2U ) 2, where p is the particle
P H
density, and D is the diameter of the particles. Figures A.40 and A.41 show that the
calculated stresses for shear rates of 1, 4, 10 are close to each other. This indicates that
the stresses are proportional to the square of shear rate. The normal and shear stresses
versus solids packing fraction for shear rates of 1, 4, 10 with boundary particles in a
triangular arrangement are shown in Figures A.43 and A.44. As was observed in the
square boundary arrangement, the stresses for shear rates of 1, 4, 10 are close to each
other. The results are, in general, consistent with the Bagnold's argument (1) which
predicts that both normal and shear stresses increases as the square of shear rate.
Figures A.42 and A.45 show that the stress ratio (the ratio of shear to normal stress) is
not dependent on the shear rate. This trend is consistent with the experimental results
of Savage and Sayed (9).
4.1.6 Dependence on the Diameter Ratio
As was depicted in Figure 4.4, wall roughness can be varied by changing the size of
boundary particles relative to the flow particles. As the diameter ratio (the ratio of the
diameter of the boundary particles to the diameter of the flow particles) decreases, the
boundary becomes smoother. Figures A.46 and A.47 show normal and shear stresses
versus solids packing fraction. Table 4.4 shows the various diameter ratios and
associated number of flow and boundary particles.The coefficient of restitution e = 0.8
and the shear gap height H = 6D.
As expected, the stresses decrease as the diameter ratio decreases. Figure A.48
shows that the stress ratio decreases as the diameter ratio decreases. This behavior was
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also expected since the free space between the boundary particles decreases as the
diameter ratio decreases, and hence the momentum transfer in the shear direction is
reduced for these smooth particles.
4.2 Slip Velocity
One of the most interesting and important quantities calculated in the Couette flow
simulation is the slip velocity. Unlike an idealized uniform shear flow, which does not
include any boundary effects, flow with boundaries is greatly affected by boundary
conditions and material properties. In a uniform shear flow, an artificial shear field is
imposed to the individual fluctuating particles to obtain a shear flow, and hence the
system keeps an almost constant shear rate throughout the entire shear gap height.
Therefore, no matter what the material property is, the uniform shear flow almost has a
linear velocity profile with small fluactions. This is similar to the boundary with no slip
in the Couette flow. However the velocity profile in the Couette flow is very sensitive
to the material property and boundary conditions. It is expected that as the boundary
becomes smoother, the slip increases, and hence the loss of energy which is pumped
into the system by the moving boundary increases. Such a behavior of granular
materials, when they are sheared, was observed by the work of several researchers.
Augenstein and Hogg (22) performed experiments to examine the effects of
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boundaries upon a granular shear flow. They found that slip occured on the surface of
smooth wall. However no slip occured on a rough surface. In recent years, Richman
(20) predicted slip velocities by changing the boundary conditions. he considered a
granular shear flow of identical, smooth, and nearly elastic spheres between parallel
bumpy walls. His theory shows that slip velocity decreases as the spacing between
boundary particles increases. However Richman's theory does not show the
dependence of the slip velocity on the restitution coefficient.
In present work, the normalized slip velocity, (from now on, this will be called just
U„, — u,,
slip velocity), on the boundary is defined as  " , where Uy , is the apparent layerUy
(adjacent to the boundary) velocity, and uy is the actual velocity of layer adjacent to
the boundary (See Figure 4.5). The apparent layer velocity is computed by assuming a
linear velocity profile at the particular y coordinate, as depicted in the Figure. The
actual velocity of the layer adjacent to the boundary is computed as the time and
spatially averaged velocity in local volume next to the walls. The average slip velocity
from the top and bottom walls is then Figureted versus various solids packing
fractions.
Figure 4.5 Slip velocity on the boundary.
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The slip velocity observed in Couette flow simulation provides a good
explanations in describing the behavior of granular materials when they are sheared
between boundaries. The flow with no real boundaries (i.e., uniform shear flow), of
course, does not exhibit any slip, and maintains a linear velocity profile. Therefore,
initial artificial shear field in a uniform shear flow is almost kept constant with small
variations throughout the simulation. However the shear rate in the Couette flow is not
constant throughout the shear gap height, and depends on the boundary conditions and
restitution coefficient.
4.2.1 Variations with Expanding the System Size
Figure A.49 show mean velocities in local volumes (i.e., y-zone) versus shearing gap
height , where U is the wall velocity and r is the radius of the particles. In these
computations, both boundary and flow particles had the same solids packing fraction
(which was varied by changing the computational cell size while maintaining a fixed
number of flow particles). The computational cell size was varied from 6d to 7.4d ,
where d is the diameter of the flow particles. Therefore, the solids packing fraction
decreased as the cell size increased. The number of the flow and boundary particles
used in this computation were 180 and 72, respectively. The flow and boundary
particles have the same coefficient of restitution, e = 0.8. The coordinates of the
boundary particles were a square arrangement. Zone velocities, which are the mass-
weighted average velocities in each local volume, are nondimensionalized by dividing
vx
them by the constant wall velocity. They are in the form of -- (See Figure A.49). It is
observed that the velocity profiles do not exhibit a noticeable difference from each
other. The reason for this is that the wall spacing is adjusted in such a way as to
maintain the same solids packing fraction fo the wall and flow particles. Hence, for
each of the selected values of v, the wall spacing is different. From these velocity
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profiles, slip velocity is computed.
The kinetic theories of Richman (20), and Hanes, et al. (19) defined the mean
spacing as the average distance between the boundary particles. But the exact method
of computing mean spacing was not provided. Bagnold (1) defined solids packing
V.
fraction of the particles in the system as v = -,„ where v. is the maximum possible
b'
solids packing fraction (v =
	
for ordered close packing), and b = 1 +
42	 d
-
s 
' 
where s
cl3 3
is the free space between particles and d is the diameter of the particles. From the
above expression, the spacing can be obtained if v and d are known. [Savage (51)1.
However the spacing from Bagnold's definition for the solids packing fraction of the
particles is not appropriate when the particles are attached on the boundary. For this
reason, the spacing (See section 3-2-1.) obtained from the mean distance between
neighboring particles is computed to compare the results with Richman's work (20).
Table 43 Spacing between boundary particles.
L v s (Bagnold) s s1 s2
7.4d 0.279 0.384d 0.469d 0.233d 0.744d
7.2d 0.303 0.346d 0.429d 0.200d 0.697d
7.0d 0.329 0.309d 0.389d 0.166d 0.649d
6.8d 0.359 0.272d 0.349d 0.133d 0.602d
6.6d 0.393 0.234d 0.310d 0.100d 0.555d
6.4d 0.431 0.197d 0.270d 0.066d 0.508d
6.2d 0.474 0.159d 0.231d 0.033d 0.461d
6.0d 0.523 0.122d 0.191d 0.000d 0.414d
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Table 4.5 shows the variations of the mean spacing with the system size, which is
varied from 6d to 7.4d, where v is the solids packing fraction, d is the diameter of the
particles, and s 1 , s2 are the spacings along the edge and diagonal line of the square. It
is emphased that this defined mean spacing, s 1 , is merely an approximation. (See
Chapter 3.)
Figure A.50 shows the slip velocity versus solids packing fraction. The slip
velocities from the theoretical predictions of Richman (20) using both the spacing
computed from the Bagnold's definition for the solids packing fraction of the flow
particles, and from the approximations defined in the present work, are presented. The
results from the theory show the same trend, i.e., the slip velocity increases with solids
packing fraction, with only slight differences in the magnitude. (Note that higher slip
velocity corresponds to lower mean spacing). For the solids packing fractions less than
0.47, the slip velocities from the present work, are roughly in agreement with the
theoritical work of Richman (20). The simulational results, however, show that at high
solids packing fractions, the slip velocity decreases even though the spacing between
boundary particles decreases. Since the flow particles are jamming against the moving
walls and hence have a tendency to be moved along with the walls. However this
tendency at high solids packing fractions becomes weaker , as the spacing decreases.
Even though the spacing between boundary particles increases as a result of a
decrement in the solids packing fraction (i.e., the system size is expanded), the slip
velocity observed at low solids packing fractions is considerably high. This can be
explained by that the mean free path is long for low solids packing fraction, and hence
particles do not become jammed against the moving walls. Therefore, the flow
particles experience a low probability of being trapped between boundary particles at
low solids packing fraction, despite the available free space between boundary
particles. Indeed, it is expected that slip velocity should be small at high solids packing
fraction with these rough boundaries).
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4.2.2 Variations with Shear Gap Height
Figures A.51 to A.55 show slip velocities versus various solids packing fractions for H
= 4, 5, 6, 7, 8d. The spacing along the edge of the square s 1 is fixed. However the
mean spacing slightly increases as the shear gap height increases. (See Table 4.6).
Table 4.6 Shear gap heights and corresponding mean spacings.
H/d 4 5 6 7 8
s 0.1841d 0.1883d 0.1912d 0.1933d 0.1949d
Dotted lines in Figures A.51 to A.55 are from the Richman's (20) theory (independent
of the coefficient of restitution). The solids packing fraction was varied by changing
the number of flow particles while fixing the cell size. For H = 4D, slip velocities are
much higher than for the larger systems at solids packing fractions between 0.22 and
0.5236. This can be another factor to explain the stress drop for H = 4D as observed in
Section 4.1. (For example, see Figure A.4). At the higher solids fractions, a significant
portion of the energy provided by the moving boundaries is not imparted to the flow
particles when H = 4D. Consequently, this results in a relatively lower stresses as
compared with systems, in which H> 4D, at high solids packing fraction. The general
trend for shear gap heights shown in Figures A.51 to A.55 is that slip velocities
decrease with increasing solids packing fractions. However predictions from
Richman's theory (20) does not show a reduction in slip velocities at high solids
packing fraction.
Figures A.57 and A.58 show slip velocity versus solids packing fraction for H = 6,
7D with different spacing. Table 4.7 shows the various gap heights and their associated
number of boundary particles and spacing. In these computations, the boundary
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particles are in a square arrangement. As expected, the computed slip velocities for the
rougher boundary with H = 6 and 7D are much lower than those for the smoother
boundary. For a rough boundary, as solids fraction increases, the flow particles become
jammed at the boundary (Kim and Rosato (45)); hence the flow particles near boundary
have almost the same velocities as the wall velocity thereby causing a large reduction
in the slip velocity.
Table 4.7 Shear gap heights, spacings, and corresponding number of boundary particles.
Hip
Number of
boundary particles
Si Number of
boundary particles s t.
6 72 0 50 0 .2
7 98 0 72 0.17d
4.2.3 Variations with the Diameter Ratio
One of the factors which determine the boundary roughness is the diameter ratio. (ratio
of the diameter of boundary particles to the ratio of the diameter of flow particles). As
the diameter ratio decreases, the boundary becomes smoother, and which results in
increasing the slip velocity on the boundary. The loss of incident energy transfered
from the moving boundary is due to this slip. Therefore, a significant reduction in the
stresses occurs when the system undergoes a large slip.
Figure A.59 shows the slip velocity versus solids packing fraction for different
diameter ratios (the ratio of the diameter of boundary particles to the diameter of flow
particles), and comparisons are made with the theoretical work of Richman (20). In
order to perform these computations, a fixed shear gap height (H = 6D) was used. The
number of boundary particles was increased in order to decrease the diameter of
boundary particles which were contacting each other in the square arrangement. Since
the size of boundary layer decreased due to the reduction in the size of boundary
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particles, the free space available to flow particles increased. Hence a reduction in
solids packing farction would occur if the same number of flow particles were used in
the system. The trend observed in this work shows that as the relative diameter of
boundary particles decreases, the slip velocity increases. This is consistent with the
trend observed in Richman's theory.
4.2.4 Variations with the Geometry of the Boundary Particles
Figures A.60 and A.61 show the slip velocity versus solids packing fraction for H = 4,
6D with boundary particles in the triangular arrangement Even though, the solids
packing fraction for the boundary particles was kept the same as that used in the
computations shown in Figures A.51 to A.55 for the square arrangement, the difference
in slip velocity is remakable. (See Figure A.56). The reason for this can be explained
by noting that the change in the geometry of boundary particles, (from square to
triangular), effectively decreases the mean spacing. The Figures also show that slip
velocity is not greatly affected by solids packing fraction. The general trend in slip
velocity is consistent with the theorical prediction of Richman (20). This behavior can
be explained as follows. First the free space between boundary particles is too small to
transfer momentum in shear direction for these smooth particles, and consequently this
yields large slip velocity. The second reason is that at high solids packing fractions,
flow particles are in close rubbing contact, and hence the particles are not moving
individually, but moving together. At these high solids packing fractions, interparticle
forces due to particle overlaps provide a resistance against the smooth moving
boundaries. Therefore, slip velocity is not significantly decreased as solids packing
fraction increases. However as the mean spacing increases, the flow particles are being
trapped between boundary particles. Due to the interparticle forces, the flow particles
are pressed to the coarse bumpy boundary, and thereby causing large reduction in the
slip velocity.
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4.2.5 Variations with the Restitution Coefficient
Figure A.62 shows the slip velocity versus solids packing fraction for different
restitution coefficients (e = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9). In these computation, the spacing, diameter
ratio, and gap height were fixed as s 1 = 0.2d, 1, and 6D, respectively. For the fixed
spacing, the slip velocity decreases as the coefficient of restitution increase since less
elastic particles lose more energy transfered from the boundaries. However, the
theoretical prediction of Richman (20) is based on the assumption that the slip velocity
is independent on the material properties. The general trend is that the slip velocity
decreases as solids packing fraction increases if the material property are fixed, and the
boundaries are rough.
4.3 Kinetic Energy
In the case of a uniform shear flow, it is expected that the granular temperature and
solids packing fractions throughout the entire shear gap height are uniform, and the
velocity profile is linear due to an artifically imposed shear field (51). In order words,
particles are always fluctuating around appraent shear field no matter what material
properties the particles have. However in a flow driven by moving boundaries, the
behavior of granular materials is quite different from that observed in a uniform shear
flow since the velocity profile, the distributions of solids packing fraction and granular
temperature are affected by the material properties and boundary conditions.
In order to examine the boundary effects on particle motions, the mean deviatoric
energy (per unit mass) of the particles in a local volume (i.e., volume of each y-zone) is
computed, and then plo tte d versus y -zone. The mean deviatoric energy associated
with particle fluctuation velocities in the local volume, is computed as,
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where Tk is the mean deviatoric energy of the particles in zone k, (m1) i is the mass
fraction of particle i in zone k is occupied by the fraction , Vi is the velocity of particle
i, and Ui
 is the mean velocity corresponding to the coordinate of particle i. Above
expression is an approximation of the "granular temperature" which is given by,
1
7,-	 (mf) i • (Vi Ui) 2
i e zonek 
k I mf
i E zonek
The quantity defined in (4-3-1) will be refered to deviatoric energy in each zone and
nondimensionalized by dividing by c D2 , where d is apparent shear rate ( 3U ) and D.2 
is the diameter of the flow particles.
4.3.1 Variations with Shear Gap Height
Figures A.63 to A.66 show the components of deviatoric energy in x, y and z-
directions for L = 4, S, 6, 7D with a fixed solids packing fraction of 0.5236, and fixed
spacing s 1 = 0. For L = 4D, the y-component of the kinetic energy is greater than the
other components. (See Figure A.63). As observed in section 4-2, the loss of energy at
the boundary is significant for the small system with a "smooth" boundary such as H =
4D. This results in high slip velocity in x-direction (i.e., shear direction). Therefore, the
x-component is smaller than y-component since the effect of the bumpy boundaries,
which are perpendicular to the y-direction, is greater than that of shear field. However,
the effect of shear in the x-direction becomes more pronounced for bigger system such
as H = 6 or 7D with the same boundary conditions as the H = 4D. (See Figures A.65
and A.66). For H = 6 and 7D, the deviatoric energy profiles are almost identical to each
Tk (4-3-1)
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other. The components in the middle of the system are almost the same (isotropic).
However the x-component significantly increses around the wall, while the other
components are also affected by the wall but not as significantly as the x-component. In
general, z-component is the smallest.
Figures A.67 and A.68 show the deviatoric energy profiles for H = 4 and 6D with
the triangular boundary arrangement. As observed in the square arrangements case, the
kinetic energy for H = 4D is significantly lower than that for H = 6D. Since the spacing
(s = 0.07554d) is much lower than that (s = 0.18409d) with the square boundary, the
observed deviatoric energy profile for H = 4D is almost linear. For H = 6D, the profile
shows an increased overall deviatoric energy. However, a significant portion of
incident energy is still lost, and hence the effect of boundary in y-direction causes
slightly higher y-components than the other components.
4.3.2 Variations with Restitution Coefficient
Figure A.69 shows the results from the same system with Figure A.65 (i.e., square
arrangement for the boundary particles, s = 0, H = 6D) except that the normal
restitution coefficient e = 0.6. Unlike the results shown in Figure A.65 (square
arrangement for the boundary particles, s 1 = 0, e = 0.8, H = 6D), the y-component of
the deviatoric energy is significantly higher than the other components near the walls.
Also the obtained components of the deviatoric energy are significantly lower than
those for more elastic particles (See Figure A.65). The behavior described above is
explained as follows. The less elastic particles lose the more incident energy, causing
lower deviatoric energy and higher slip velocities. Therefore, the effect in the y-
direction of the boundary is relatively stronger than that in a system with more elastic
particles. Since the system loses a significant portion of incident energy from the
boundary, the profile shows a non-uniform deviatoric energy distribution (C-shaped
curve).
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The effects of a boundary with different material properties from that of the flow
particles has also been examined. Figure A.70 exhibits the deviatoric energy profile for
the system H = 6D with the boundary particles in a triangular arrangement. (This is the
same system shown in Figure A.68 except for a change in the material properties) at
high solids packing fraction (v = 0.5236). The coefficients of restitution for the flow
and boundary particles are 0.8 and 0.6, respectively. The profile shows the same trend
as observed in the system having the same material properties for both the flow and
boundary particles except for a slight decrement in the deviatoric energy. The y-
component is still the highest one, but the differences between the y-components and
the others are decreased, compared with the one observed in Figure A.68. Figure A.71
presents results for the system which is described above, but having less elastic
boundary particles (e = 0.4) while keeping the same material property for the flow
particles (e = 0.8). The profile shows that the deviatoric energy is slightly reduced from
the one shown in Figure A.70, with no appreciable difference between the components.
The behavior observed here is obvious since less elastic boundaries transfer less energy
to the flow particles, and hence the boundary effect of the less elastic boundaries is
relatively small, as compared with the case of more elastic boundaries.
4.3.3 Variations with the Wall Particle Spacing
Figures A.72 to A.74 (H = 6D, square boundary arrangement) show the results using a
larger spacing s i = 0.2d than that (s1 = 0) used for Figure A.65 (H = 6D, square
boundary arrangement). In the computations, the spacing (s 1 = 0.2d) was fixed while
the solids packing fractions were varied. The x-components of the deviatoric energy
around the boundaries at solids packing fractions 0.2327, 0.3491, 0.5236 are larger
than the y-components since the effect of shear is increased by increasing the spacing.
However the trend in which all components are almost uniform (no C-shaped curve)
near the center of the system, shown in Figure A.74 is quite different from the previous
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case (s1 = 0). It appears that the particles near the center of the system are also
affected by the boundaries as well as the particles near the boundaries. This is believed
to be a consequence of the spacing.
In order to understand why the x-component is larger than the y-component near
the wall for nonzero s 1 in the system H = 6D, another computation was performed
using the system H = 7D, and having the same material properties used for the
boundaries in H = 6D system with the coarse boundaries. The spacing at the various
solids packing fraction is fixed as 0.17d.
Figures A.75 to A.77 present deviatoric energy profiles at solids packing fractions
0.2137, 0.3562, 0.5236. Once again, a similar trend in which x-components are the
largest near the wall is observed at high solids packing fraction (v = 0.5236).
Figures A.78 and A.79 are the results from the system in which e = 0.8, ew = 0.6,
h= 6D, s1 = 0, triangular boundary arrangement) for the results shown in Figure A.70
at solids packing fractions 0.3491 and 0.2327, respectively. The deviatoric energy at
v = 02327 is higher than v = 0.3491. The differences in the components of the
deviatoric energy increase around the boundaries. However these differences are
decreased in the cell center, where the boundary effect is the weakest. Figures A.80 and
A.81 are the results from the system in which e = 0.8, ew = 0.4, H = 6D, s 1 = 0 at
v = 0.3491 and v = 02327. The trend shown in these Figures is the same as that for
more elastic boundaries (ew = 0.6) except decrements in the deviatoric energy for
these less elastic boundaries (ew = 0.4).
4.4 Particle Distributions
Unlike a uniform shear flow, the particles in the Couette flow are nonuniformly
distributed. As the solids packing fraction increases, particle layering occurs if the
boundary is smooth. (See Figure 4.6)
zlayering
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Figures A.82 to A.84 present the projections of the particle coordinates on the xy,
yz and xz planes for the system H = 6D (square arrangement, s 1 = 0, e = 0.8, and
v = 0.5236). The particle coordinates on the xy and yz planes show layering of the
particles. However the particle coordinates on the xz plane are randomly distributed
since the sides of the plane are periodic boundaries, and hence there are no boundary
effects in the x and z-directions. Unlike those on the xy plane, the projection of the
particle coordinates on the yz plane exhibits that the flow particles are placed between
boundary particles near the walls. This occurs since the boundaries are moving in the
x-direction only, and hence no shear field is applied to the z-direction. Therefore, the
flow particles are not active in the z-direction as they fluctuate in the x-direction. Since
the bumpy boundaries are placed at the locations of y = 0 and y = L, the flow particles
are trapped between the boundaries at high solids packing fraction. (See Figure A.83).
Figures A.85 to A.87 show the particle coordinates on the xy, yz and xz planes for the
system H = 7D (square arrangement, s 1 = 0, e = 0.8, v = 0.5236). The trend
observed here is the same as the one observed in the smaller system. (H =6D).
Figure 4.6 Particle layering.
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Figures A.88 to A.90 present the particle coordinates on the xy, yz and xz planes
for the same system (See Figures A.85 to A.87) as described above but having different
solids packing fraction (v = 0.2137). With increased free space between particles, the
particles are not trapped between the boundary particles. Layering of the particles is
not observed at the low solids packing fraction, as expected.
4.5 Deviatoric Velocity Distributions
In the present study, particle deviatoric velocity is nondimensionalized by dividing by
an initial root mean square (rms) deviatoric velocity of the particles. The initial rms
deviatoric velocity was imposed to force collisions between the particles at the start of
the numerical simulation.
Figures A.91 to A.94 show the distributions of dimensionless deviatoric velocities
about the mean velocity field for shear gap heights H = 4, 5, 6, 7D having the boundary
particles in a square arrangement at v = 0.5236. The Figures show that the
distributions of the particle fluctuation velocities, in general, are quite similar to each
other except for the smallest system (H = 4D). As the system size increases, the x-
component of particle fluctuation velocity slightly increases. The height of the
distribution curve for the x-component decreases slightly faster than those for the other
components, as the sytem size increases. This may be explained by noting that as the
system size increases, the spacing between boundary particles slightly increases. (See
Chapter 3). However, the trend observed in the smallest system is significantly
different. The height of the peak is much higher than those for the larger systems. This
means that the particle fluctuations are considerably smaller which indicates that the
effect of shear on the particles is reduced. For this reason, large slip velocities and
stress drops occur at high solids packing fraction in the small system (H = 4D).
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Particle fluctuations about the mean velocity field are dependent on the boundary
conditions and material properties. If the particles are inelastic, the particles are apt to
stick together. Hopkins and Louge (42) found that disks are remaining together after
collisons for low coefficient of restitution (e) . Clearly this indicates that the particle
random motions about the mean velocity field are not active at low e. Therefore, it is
expected that as e increases, the distribution curve for the deviatoric velocity
distribution will become wider, which signifies higher deviatoric velocities.
Figure A.95. shows distribution curves of the deviatoric velocities for the system
shown in Figure A.93 except that the restitution coefficient has been reduced from 0.8
to 0.6. As expected, the curve becomes narrower indicating that the particles are less
active than more elastic particles.
In order to examine the effect of the spacing on the deviatoric velocities, the
boundary is "roughened" by increasing the spacing s 1 from 0 to 0.17d. (Figure A.96).
The distribution curve shown in Figure A.96 become wider, indicating the particle
fluctuations are more active than those for the system with smoother boundaries. The
distribution curve obtained by changing the geometry of the boundary particles is
shown in Figure A.97. Since the spacing with the square arrangement (see Figure
A.93) is larger than that with the triangular arrangement (Figure A.97), the distribution
curve is narrower than that for the system with the square boundary arrangement.
CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From this study, it has been found that several parameters are of major importance with
regard to their effects on the generated flow. These include the following factors.
1. Thickness of the flow between the moving walls (or shear gap height H).
2. Geometric arrangement of the wall particles:
square and triangular configurations are considered here.
3. Mean spacing between the wall half-spheres s
4. Particle inelasticity described by the normal coefficient of restitution e
5. Diameter ratio of the wall to flow particles, dID
In the next section, the major results and conclusions are presented in a semi-
outline form for the cases where dID = 1.0. In what follows, the term "smooth" refers
to the tighest packed square or triangular boundary configurations for which the
spacing parameters s i = 0. On the other hand, the term "rough" will refer to any case
in which s 1
 is greater than zero.
In this work, an expected dependence of wall stresses upon the square of shear rates
is observed. It is found that particle layering occurs at high solids packing fractions for
smooth boundary, and particle fluctuation velocities increase as the restitution
coefficient e and mean spacing s increase. As the diameter ratio decreases, the boundary
becomes effectively smoother and hence slip velocity increases and computed wall
stresses are low compared to results obtained when dID = 1.0.
5.1 Outlined Results
1. For small gap heights (H = 4D), found large stress drop at high solids fraction for the
tighest packed square arrangement of boundary particles.
a). Found a large slip velocity - significant portion of input energy lost.
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b). Y-component of mean deviatoric energy per unit mass higher than other components
c). By increasing the gap height to H = 5D, slip velocity decreased and the mean
deviatoric energy per unit mass was higher than in the H=4D case. There was no
stress drop at high solids fractions in this case.
d). Mean deviatoric energy per mass is almost uniform away from the walls
2. For the tighest triangular lloindary arrangement, and H=4D, there was a stress drop at
high solids fractions with a correspondingly large slip velocity. This drop was larger
than in the analogous square case discussed above.
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a).Near the walls, the x-component of this energy is somewhat higher than the other
components.
b). For high solids fractions, flow particles near walls become caught between the
spacing between the boundary particles and hence the slip velocity is reduced.
c). General Trend for square walls:  For fairly elastic particles (e = 0.8), then the mean
deviatoric energy in the x-direction near the walls is somewhat greater than in the
other directions. Near the center of the system, this difference is less pronounced.
4. Effect of boundary geometry:  Tested two systems, i.e., square and triangular, both
having approximately equal values of mean spacing, s.
a).Stress components in good agreement with only slight differences at high solids
packing fractions.
5. How the smoothest boundary affects the mean deviatoric energy per unit mass profile.
a). Tested 4D and 6D sizes in tightest triangular arrangement since this arrangement
has a smaller mean spacing than the square arrangement.
b).Trend observed:  less pronounced shear effect on flow particles meaning that the y-
component of the mean deviatoric energy per unit mass near the wall is higher than
the other components. Trend is the same for both size systems.
c). Sharp drop in slip velocity is not observed at high solids packing fractions. This is
also observed in Richman's theory with only a small difference in magnitude.
(1). If the boundary is rough, however, there is a sharp drop in slip velocity at high
solids fractions. Reason is that flow particles near the wall become trapped
betweenboundary particles and therefore tend to be carried along with the walls.
6. How the restitution coefficient affects the results.
a). As e is decreased, slip velocity increases.
(1). Reason is that the greater loss of incident energy and therefore there is less
incident energy available to be imparted to the free flow particles.
(2).This also gives lower computed wall stresses.
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b). As e is decreased, the x-component of the mean deviatoric energy per unit mass is
smaller than the y-component.
(1). Reason is that the flow particles are less active than more elastic particles, i.e., e
= 0.8, and hence the shearing created by the moving walls becomes less
effective.
7. Effect of wall particle spacing on effectiveness of the shearing for square boundary
a).High solids packing fractions (nonzero si)
(1). The mean deviatoric energy per unit mass is not "C-shaped", but is almost
unform in the center of the cell and is increased near the walls. Effectiveness of
the shearing is higher than that at low solids packing fractions.
b). Low solids packing fractions (nonzero s 1)
(1). The mean deviatoric energy per unit mass is "C-shaped
5.2 Extensions for Further Studies
The present work was performed to give the better understanding of the behavior of
granular materials under the action of a shearing deformation. However, there are many
topics left for further study, since this work only considers dry granular materials
composed of smooth and uniform spherical particles in the absence of gravity.
Extensions to this work include the following:
(1). Assessing the contribution of a gravity field on the flow
(2). Studies with particles including friction so that collisions can also yield
tangential transfer of momentum. These are termed frictional spheres which can
lose rotational energy.
(3). Study of systems with nonuniform sizes and material properties
(4). Studies of inclined chute flows driven by gravity.
(5). Study of a shearing flow in which only the upper wall is moving while the bottom
wall is kept fixed.
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(6). Study of the vibration of a granular mass of uniform sized particles to understand
how vibratory energy is coupled into the mass. This work can then be extended
to study size segregation by considering the dynamic forces which drive the
process.
(7). Incorporation of a fluid interaction force to model the effects of drag on the flow.
This is relevant when the fluid density is not small compared with the particle
density.
(8). Study the formation of microstructure within the flow, such as the generation of
clusters within highly inelastic, low density flows.
Figure A.1 Dimensionless normal stress versus solids packing fraction for various shear
gap height from 6d to 7.4d. Boundary particles are arranged in the square array and
the coefficient of restitution is 0.8 for the flow and boundary particles. Solid diamonds
are from the simulational work of Savage (44)
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Figure A.2 Dimensionless shear stress versus solids packing fraction which is varied by
changing shear gap height from L 6d to 7.4d. The coefficient of restitution e is fixed
as 0.8.
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Figure A.3 Stress ratio versus solids packing fraction which is varied by changing shear
gap heights from L 6d to 7.4d. The coefficient of restitution e is fixed as 0.8.
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Figure A.4 Dimensionless normal stress for various shear gap heights. The number of
flow particles is varied to obtain various solids packing fractions. The boundary
particles are in the square array.
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Figure A.7 Dimensionless normal stress for various shear gap heights. The number of the
flow particles is varied to obtain various solids packing fraction.The boundary
particles are in the triangular arrangements. Solid line indicates the theoretical
prediction of Lun et al. (6) for an infinite shear field.
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Figure A.8 Dimensionless shear stress for various shear gap heights. The boundary
particles are in the triangular arrangements.
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Figure A.9 Stress ratio for various shear gap heights. The boundary particles are in the
triangular arrangements.
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Figure A.10 Dimensionless normal stress for square and triangular boundary arrange-
ments.
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Figure A.13 Dimensionless shear stress for square and triangular boundary arrangements.
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Figure A.14 Distribution of the particle centers along the y axis. H = 4D, s 1 = 0, e =
0.8, v = 0.3818. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.16 Distribution of the particle centers along the y axis. H = SD, s 1 = 0, e =
0.8, v = 0.5236. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.19 Distribution of the particle centers along the y axis. H = 6D, s 1 = 0, e =
0.8, v = 0.4072. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.25 Dimensionless normal stress versus various solids packing fractions. H =
6D, e 0.8, —d = 1. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.27 Stress ratio versus various solids packing fractions. H = 6D, e = 0.8,
—d = 1. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.29 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. H = 7D,
e = 0.8, b- = 1. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.30 Stress ratio versus various solids packing fractions. H = 7D, e = 0.8,
—
d =1. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.31 Dimensionless normal stress versus solids packing fractions. "Circles", and
"solid diamonds" indicate the results from H = 6D with a square boundary arrange-
ment, and from H 6.6385D with a triangular boundary arrangement. The diameter
ratio is fixed as unity, and e = 0.8.
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Figure A.32 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. "Cir-
cles", and "solid diamonds" indicate the results from H = 6D with a square boundary
arrangement, and from H = 6.6385D with a triangular boundary arrangement. The
diameter ratio is fixed as unity, and e = 0.8.
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Figure A.41 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. The
spacing, coefficient of restitution, shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as
s 1 = 0.2d, e = 0.8, H = 6d, and —d
	1,= 1 respectively. The boundary particles are inD 
a square arrangement.
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Figure A.42 Stress ratio versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing, coefficient
of restitution, shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s 1 = 0.2d, e = 0.8, H
= 6d, and —d = 1, respectively. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.46 Dimensionless normal stress versus various solids packing fractions. The
spacing, coefficient of restitution, shear gap heightare fixed as s 1 = 0, e = 0.8, H =
6D, respectively. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.47 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. The
spacing, coefficient of restitution, shear gap heightare fixed as s 1 = 0, e = 0.8, H =
6D, respectively. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.
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Figure A.63 Mean deviatoric energy per unit mass in each zone. e = 0.8, dID =1, H =
4D, s 1 = 0, v = 0.5236 with square arrangement for the boundary particles.
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Figure A.67 Mean deviatoric energy per unit mass in each zone. e = 0.8, dID =1, H =
4D, s 1 = 0, v = 0.5236 with triangular arrangement for the boundary particles.
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APPENDIX B
OUTPUT OF THE SIMULATION FOR PLOTS
(Blank spaces in tables indicate that data are not available)
B.1 Dimensionless normal stress versus solids packing fraction for various shear gap
height from 6d to 7.4d. Boundary particles are arranged in the square array and the
/1 0 C-- 	 -	 -I ---- -11 	 - 	 -.2 -1 - 	 - - A 1
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B.2 Dimensionless shear stress versus solids packing fraction which is varied by
changing shear gap height from L = 6d to 7.4d. The coefficient of restitution e is fixed
as 0.8. (See A.2).
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B.3 Stress ratio versus solids packing fraction which is varied by changing shear gap
heights from L = 6d to 7.4d. The coefficient of restitution e is fixed as 0.8. (See A.3).
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B.4 Dimensionless normal stress for various shear gap heights. The number of the flow
particles is varied to obtain various solids packing fraction.The boundary particles are
in the triangular arrangements. (See A.7).
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B.5 Dimensionless shear stress for various shear gap heights. The boundary particles are
in the triangular arrangements. (See A.8).
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B.6 Stress ratio for various shear gap heights. The boundary particles are in the triangular
arrangements. (See A.9).
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B.7 Root mean square deviatoric velocity versus various solids packing fractions. H = 4,
5, 7D, s 1 = 0, e = 0.8. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See
A.21).
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B.8 Root mean aquare deviatoric velocity versus various solids packing fractions. H = 4,
6D, s 1 = 0, e = 0.8. The boundary particles are in a triangular arrangement. (See
A.22).
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B.9 Distribution of the particle centers along the y axis. H = 4D, s 1 = 0, e = 0.8,
v = 0.5236. The boundary particles are in a triangular arrangement. (See A.23).
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B.10 Dimensionless normal stress versus various solids packing fractions. H = 6D, e =
0.8, -d = 1. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See A. 25).' D
v 31 = 0 I s i = 0.2d
Normal Stress
2.3271E-01 3.5909E-01 4.3487E-01
2.9089E-01 4.7814E-01 6.1557E-01
3.4907E-01 6.7545E-01 8.7371E-01
4.0724E-01 9.7043E-01 1.2904E+00
4.6542E-01 1.5378E+00 2.0920E+00
5.2360E-01 3.4578E+00 3.5910E+00
B.11 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. H = 6D, e = 0.8,
5 = 1. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See A.26).
, sl = 0 k = 0.2d
Shear Stress
2.3271E-01 9.6524E-02 1.4529E-01
2.9089E-01 1.3062E-01 2.0643E-01
3.4907E-01 1.9295E-01 3.0533E-01
4.0724E-01 2.7540E-01 4.2292E-01
4.6542E-01 4.6862E-01 7.0596E-01
5.2360E-01 1.0505E+00 1.1585E+00
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B.12 Stress ratio versus various solids packing fractions. H = 6D, e = 0.8, -d = 1. The
boundary particles are in a square arrangement (See A.27).
v s1 = 0 I s i = 0.2d
Stress Ratio
2.3271E-01 2.6880E-01 3.2023E-01
2.9089E-01 2.7319E-01  3.3535E-01
3.4907E-01 2.8566E-01 3.4947E-01
4.0724E-01 2.8379E-01 3.5063E-01
4.6542E-01 3.0473E-01 3.6929E-01
5.2360E-01 3.0381E-01 3.5567E-01
B.13 Dimensionless normal stress versus various solids packing fractions. H = 7D, e =
0,8 -d = 1. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See A.28).' D
v s1 = 0	 I s i = 0.17d
Normal Stress
2.1371E-01 3.2715E-01 3.9372E-01
2.4933E-01 3.9384E-01 4.6099E-01
3.2057E-01 5.6358E-01 6.8452E-01
3.5619E-01 6.8478E-01 8.4589E-01
3.9181E-01 8.6836E-01 1.1172E+00
4.2743E-01 1.1067E+00 1.4125E+00
4.6305E-01 1.4869E+00 1.9844E+00
4.9867E-01 2.3218E+00 2.7931E+00
5.2360E-01 2.7633E+00 3.5982E+00
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B.14 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. H = 7D, e = 0.8,
d = 1. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See A.29).
v si = 0	 I s i = 0.17d
Shear Stress
2.1371E-01 8.9624E-02 1.3531E-01
2.4933E-01 1.1224E-01 1.4921E-01
3.2057E-01 1.5993E-01 2.3174E-01
3.5619E-01 1.9621E-01 2.8363E-01
3.9181E-01 2.5497E-01 3.8858E-01
4.2743E-01 3.2172E-01 4.9596E-01
4.6305E-01 4.5994E-01 7.0304E-01
4.9867E-01 7.0743E-01 9.9226E-01
5.2360E-01 8.1958E-01 1.2454E+00
B.15 Stress ratio versus various solids packing fractions. H = 7D, e = 0.8, -d = 1. The
boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See A.30).
v s = 01 s1 = 0.17d
Stress Ratio
2.1371E-01 2.7395E-01 3.4366E-01
2.4933E-01 2.8499E-01 3.2369E-01
3.2057E-01 2.8377E-01 3.3854E-01
3.5619E-01 2.8653E-01 3.3531E-01
3.9181E-01 2.9362E-01 3.4780E-01
4.2743E-01 2.9071E-01 3.5112E-01
4.6305E-01 3.0934E-01 3.5429E-01
4.9867E-01 3.0469E-01 3.5525E-01
5.2360E-01 2.9660E-01 3.4613E-01
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B.16 Dimensionless normal stress versus solids packing fractions. The diameter ratio is
fixed as unity, and e = 0.8. (See A.31).
v H = 6D
square Arrange-
went
H = 6.6385D
Triangular
Arrangement
Normal Stress
2.4725E-01 3.8765E-01
2.5286E-01 4.1322E-01
2.6180E-01 4.6703E-01
3.1607E-01 5.8063E-01
3.4907E-01 7.0425E-01
3.7929E-01 8.7838E-01
4.0724E-01 1.0430E+00
4.4250E-01 1.3064E+00
4.6542E-01 1.5219E+00
4.9451E-01 2.1877E+00
5.0905E-01 2.7691E+00
5.2257E-01 2.6884E+00
5.2360E-01 3.3789E+00
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B.17 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. The diameter
ratio is fixed as unity, and e = 0.8. (See A.32)
v H = 6D
square Arrange-
ment
H = 6.6385D
Triangular
Arrangement
Shear Stress
2.4725E-01 1.0441E-01
2.5286E-01 1.2125E-01
2.6180E-01 1.3337E-01
3.1607E-01 1.7114E-01
3.4907E-01 2.0173E-01
3.7929E-01 2.7290E-01
4.0724E-01 2.9502E-01
4.4250E-01 3.9072E-01
4.6542E-01 4.6658E-01
4.9451E-01 6.6816E-01
5.0905E-01 8.5039E-01
5.2257E-01 8.1804E-01
5.2360E-01 1.0476E+00
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B.18 The stress ratio versus various solids packing fractions. The diameter ratio is fixed
as unity, and e = 0.8. (See A.33).
v H = 6D
square Arrange-
ment
H = 6.6385D
Triangular
Arrangement
Stress Ratio
2.4725E-01 0.269
2.5286E-01 2.9344E-01
2.6180E-01 2.8557E-01
3.1607E-01 2.9475E-01
3.4907E-01 2.8645E-01
3.7929E-01  3.1069E-01
4.0724E-01 2.8286E-01
4.4250E-01 2.9907E-01
4.9451E-01 0.305
5.0905E-01 0.307
5.2257E-01 3.0428E-01
5.2360E-01 3.1004E+00
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B.19 Dimensionless normal stress versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing,
shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s 1 = 0.2d, H 6d, and -13 = 1
respectively. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See A. 34).
v e = 0.7 e = 0.8	 I e = 0.9
Normal Stress
2.0362E-01 2.1648E-01 4.0781E-01 9.2166E-01
2.3271E-01 1.0393E+00
2.4725E-01 2.4448E-01 4.8138E-01
2.6180E-01 2.7153E-01 5.1199E-01 1.2031E+00
3.4907E-01 4.6291E-01 8.6419E-01 2.0736E+00
4.0724E-01 7.0204E-01 1.2865E+00 3.0139E+00
5.0905E-01 1.8726E+00
5.2360E-01 2.2723E+00 3.6144E+00 8.3154E+00
B.20 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing,
shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s i = 0.2d, H = 6d, and 
D
= 1,
respectively. (See A. 35).
v e = 0.7 e = 0.8	 I e = 0.9
Shear Stress
2.0362E-01 8.0574E-02 1.3426E-01 2.3535E-01
2.3271E-01 2.5756E-01
2.4725E-01 9.0113E-02 1.6083E-01
2.6180E-01 9.5911E-02  1.6686E-01 3.0317E-01
3.4907E-01 1.7779E-01 2.9706E-01 5.5309E-01
4.0724E-01 2.8074E-01 4.6146E-01 8.1794E-01
5.0905E-01 7.5662E-01
5.2360E-01 9.0795E-01 1.2596E+00 2.4030E+00
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B.21 Shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s i = 0.2d, H 6d, and b- = 1,
respectively. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement (See A.36).
v e=0.7 e=0.8 I e=0.9
Stress Ratio
2.0362E-01 3.7161E-01 3.2984E-01 2.4884E-01
2.3271E-01 2.4880E-01
2.4725E-01 3.6744E-01 3.3113E-01
2.6180E-01 3.6995E-01 3.3109E-01 2.4921E-01
3.4907E-01 3.8099E-01 3.4815E-01 2.6602E-01
4.0724E-01 3.9635E-01 3.5890E-01 2.7271E-01
5.0905E-01 4.0327E-01
5.2360E-01 4.0017E-01 3.4877E-01 2.8893E-01
B.22 Dimensionless normal stress versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing,
coefficient of restitution, shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s i = 0.2d,
e = 0.8, H = 6d, and 	 = 1, respectively. The boundary particles are in a square
arrangement. (See A.40).
v e = 1 e = 4 	 1 e = 10
Normal Stress
2.3271E-01 4.6155E-01 4.3487E-01 4.2410E-01
2.9089E-01 6.0840E-01 6.1557E-01 5.8351E-01
3.4907E-01 9.2114E-01 8.7371E-01 8.2454E-01
4.0724E-01 1.2301E+00 1.2904E+00 1.2068E+00
4.6542E-01 2.1982E+00 2.0920E+00 1.9566E+00
5.2360E-01 3.6553E+00 3.5910E+00 3.3301E+00
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B.23 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing,
coefficient of restitution, shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s i
 = 0.2d,
e = 0.8, H = 6d, 	 1,and -d =  respectively. The boundary particles are in a squareD 
arrangement. (See A.41).
v i = 1 i = 4 I d = 10
Shear Stress
2.3271E-01 1.3260E-01 1.4529E-01 1.3902E-01
2.9089E-01 2.1986E-01 2.0643E-01 1.9309E-01
3.4907E-01 3.3793E-01 3.0533E-01 2.8071E-01
4.0724E-01 4.3408E-01 4.5246E-01 4.2292E-01
4.6542E-01 8.0717E-01 7.7255E-01 7.0596E-01
5.2360E-01 1.3175E+00 1.2727E+00 1.1585E+00
B.24 Stress ratio versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing, coefficient of
restitution, shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s 1 = 0.2d, e = 0.8, H =
d6d, 	 1,and	 =  respectively. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement.D 
(See A. 42).
v i = 1 I d = 4 I ë = 10
Stress Ratio
2.3271E-01 3.2023E-01 3.2780E-01
2.9089E-01 3.6137E-01 3.3535E-01 3.3092E-01
3.4907E-01 3.6686E-01 3.4947E-01 3.4044E-01
4.0724E-01 3.5287E-01 3.5063E-01 3.5044E-01
4.6542E-01 3.6719E-01 3.6929E-01 3.6081E-01
5.2360E-01 3.6043E-01 3.5567E-01 3.4787E-01
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B/5 Dimensionless normal stress versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing,
coefficient of restitution, shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s 1
 = 0.2d,
e = 0.8,H = 6d, and -d = 1
'
 respectively. The boundary particles are in a triangularD 
arrangement. (See A. 43).
v d= 1 ii= 4 le= 10
Normal Stress
2.0362E-01 3.8342E-01 3.7466E-01 3.3721E-01
2.3271E-01 4.1209E-01
2.6180E-01 5.1155E-01 4.8770E-01 4.6238E-01
3.1998E-01 6.8671E-01 6.7167E-01 6.1786E-01
3.7815E-01 9.6076E-01 9.7458E-01 8.8901E-01
4.3633E-01 1.3830E+00 1.3129E+00 1.2603E+00
4.6542E-01 1.6513E+00
4.9451E-01 2.1782E+00 2.2310E+00 2.0275E+00
B.26 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing,
coefficient of restitution, shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s 1 = 0.2d,
e = 0.8, H = 6d, and -d = 1, respectively. The boundary particles are in a triangular D
arrangement. (See A. 44).
v t = 1 t = 4 I e = 10
Shear Stress
2.0362E-01 1.1544E-01 1.1224E-01 9.6675E-02
2.3271E-01 1.2060E-01
2.6180E-01 1.6054E-01 1.4934E-01 1.4158E-01
3.1998E-01 2.1512E-01 2.0322E-01 1.8474E-01
3.7815E-01 3.0562E-01  3.0966E-01 2.7516E-01
4.3633E-01 4.3547E-01 4.0739E-01 3.8744E-01
4.6542E-01 5.1508E-01
4.9451E-01 6.7603E-01 6.8986E-01 6.0940E-01
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B.27 Stress ratio versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing, coefficient of
restitution, shear gap height, and diameter ratio are fixed as s i = 0.2d, e = 0.8, H =
6d, and D = 1 , respectively. The boundary particles are in a triangular arrangement.
(See A. 45).
v e = 1 1 e = 4 I e = 10
Stress Ratio
2.0362E-01 3.0107E-01 2.9359E-01 2.8669E-01
2.3271E-01 2.8980E-01
2.6180E-01 3.1384E-01 3.0139E-01 3.0620E-01
3.1998E-01 3.1326E-01 3.0296E-01 2.9900E-01
3.7815E-01 3.1810E-01 3.1454E-01 3.0951E-01
4.3633E-01 3.1488E-01 3.0940E-01  3.0743E-01
4.6542E-01 3.1227E-01
4.9451E-01 3.1037E-01 3.0819E-01 3.0056E-01
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B.28 Dimensionless normal stress versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing,
coefficient of restitution, shear gap heightare fixed as s 1 = 0, e = 0.8, H = 6D,
respectively. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See A.46).
v d/D = 0.5 I d/D = 0.75	 1 d/D = 1
Normal Stress
2.1156E-01 1.2780E-01
2.2163E-01 2.5114E-01
2.4725E-01 3.8765E-01
2.4933E-01 2.7363E-01
2.6180E-01 4.6703E-01
2.6444E-01 1.5987E-01
3.1733E-01 2.2270E-01
3.3244E-01 4.1542E-01
3.4907E-01 7.0425E-01
3.8785E-01 5.8358E-01
3.9667E-01 3.2717E-01
4.0724E-01 1.0430E+00
4.1555E-01 7.6160E-01
4.4326E-01 9.0160E-01
4.4955E-01 4.9211E-01
4.6542E-01 1.5219E+00
4.9451E-01 2.1877E+00
4.9867E-01 1.8340E-1-00
5.0905E-01 2.7691E+00
5.2360E-01 9.5428E-01 2.6084E+00 3.3789E+00
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B/9 Dimensionless shear stress versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing,
coefficient of restitution, shear gap heightare fixed as s 1 = 0, e = 0.8, H = 6D,
respectively. The boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See A. 47).
v d/D = 0.5 I d/D = 0.75 d/D = 1
Shear Stress
2.1156E-01 2.1089E-02
2.2163E-01 5.6989E-02
2.4725E-01 1.0441E-01
2.4933E-01 6.2594E-02
2.6180E-01 1.3337E-01
2.6444E-01 2.7616E-02
3.1733E-01 3.9203E-02
3.3244E-01 9.5391E-02
3.4907E-01 2.0173E-01
3.8785E-01 1.3974E-01
3.9667E-01 5.6275E-02
4.0724E-01 2.9502E-01
4.1555E-01 1.8703E-01
4.4326E-01 2.2245E-01
4.4955E-01 8.6249E-02
4.6542E-01 4.6658E-01
4.9451E-01 6.6816E-01
4.9867E-01 4.6271E-01
5.0905E-01 8.5039E-01
5.2360E-01 1.6690E-01 6.5753E-01 1.0476E+00
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B30 Stress ratio versus various solids packing fractions. The spacing, coefficient of
restitution, shear gap heightare fixed as s 1 = 0 , e = 0.8, H = 6D, respectively. The
boundary particles are in a square arrangement. (See A. 48).
v d/D = 0.5 I d/D = 0.75 d/D = 1
Stress Ratio
2.1156E-01 0.165
2.2163E-01 0.227
2.4725E-01 0.269
2.4933E-01 0.229
2.6180E-01 0.285
2.6444E-01 0.173
3.1733E-01 0.176
3.3244E-01 0.230
3.4907E-01 0.286
3.8785E-01 0.239
3.9667E-01 0.172
4.0724E-01 0.282
4.1555E-01 0.246
4.4326E-01 0.247
4.4955E-01 0.175
4.6542E-01 0.307
4.9451E-01 0.305
4.9867E-01 0.252
5.0905E-01 0.307
5.2360E-01 0.175 2.520 0.303
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B.31 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 4D, Did =1, square arrangement for the boundary
particles. (See A.51).
v Slip Velocity
(Current Simulation)
Slip Velocity
(Richman)
2.1817E-01 0.648 0.507136
2.7271E-01 0.5458.
0.483077.
3.2725E-01 0.5714 0.471396
3.8179E-01 0.5325 0.466122
4.3633E-01 0.4978 0.464067
4.9087E-01  0.4522 0.463559
5.0178E-01 0.4328 0.463557
5.2360E-01 0.4262 0.463614
B.32 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 5D, Did =1, square arrangement for the boundary
particles. (See A.52).
v Slip Velocity
(Current Simulation)
Slip Velocity
(Richman)
2.3562E-01 0.5503 0.439952
2.6180E-01 0.5498 0.429248
3.1416E-01 0.5154 0.416402
3.6652E-01 0.5564 0.410330
4.1888E-01 0.4883 0.407757
4.7124E-01 0.4100 0.406933
5.2360E-01 0.3502 0.406930
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B33 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 6D, Did =1, square arrangement for the boundary
particles. Dotted line is from Richman's theoretical work [20]. The solid line is the
third order polynomial curve fit. (See A.53).
v Slip Velocity
(Current Simulation)
Slip Velocity
(Richman)
2.0362E-01 0.49835 0.412739
2.6180E-01 0.52659 0.383886
3.4907E-01 0.46249 0.367189
4.0724E-01 0.37015 0.363652
4.6542E-01 0.32860 0.362556
4.9451E-01 0.30387 0.362460
5.0905E-01 0.19387 0.362478
5.2360E-01 0.12384 0.362525
B.34 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 7D, Did =1, square arrangement for the boundary
particles. Dotted line is from Richman's theoretical work [20]. The solid line is the
third order polynomial curve fit. (See A. 54).
v Slip Velocity
(Current Simulation)
Slip Velocity
(Richman)
2.1371E-01 0.5317 0.368461
2.4933E-01 0.5043 0.351462
3.2057E-01 0.4841 0.334469
3.5619E-01 0.4847 0.330647
3.9181E-01 0.4579 0.328485
4.2743E-01 0.4643 0.327362
4.6305E-01 0.3762 0.326880
4.9867E-01 0.3103 0.326779
5.2360E-01 0.1789 0.326842
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B.35 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 8D, Did =1, square arrangement for the boundary
particles. Dotted line is from Richman's theoretical work [20]. The solid line is the
third order polynomial curve fit. (See A.55).
v Slip Velocity
(Current Simulation)
Slip Velocity
(Richman)
2.3375E-01 0.5259 0.327139
2.9219E-01
 0.4968 0.309391
3.5062E-01 0.4735 0.301590
4.0906E-01 0.4665 0.298486
4.6750E-01 0.4365 0.297554
5.2360E-01 0.19 0.297550
B36 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 6D, Dld =1, square arrangement for the boundary
particles. Circles and triangles are the results for s i = 0, and s 1 = 0.2d,
respectively. The corresponding mean spacings are s = 0.1912d and s = 0.426d,
respectively. The solids lines are the third order polynomial curve fits. (See A.57).
v Slip Veloc-
ity (s =
Richman's
Slip Veloc-
Slip Veloc-
ity (s =
Richman's
Slip Veloc-
0.1912d) ity (s = 0.426d) ity (s =
0.1912d) 0.426d)
2.3271E-01 0.50465 0.395602 0.2854 0.297689
2.9089E-01 0.50487 0.375942 0.2101 0.284404
3.4907E-01 0.46249 0.367189 4 0,1865 0.279330
4.0724E-01 0.37015 0.363652 0.1229 0.277919
4.6542E-01 0.32860 0.362556 0.0842 0.278057
5.2360E-01 0.12384 0.362525 0.0374 0.278754
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B.37 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 7D, Did =1, square arrangement for the boundary
particles. (See A.58).
v Slip Veloc-
ity (s =
Richman's
Slip Veloc-
Slip Veloc-
ity (s =
Richman's
Slip Veloc-
0.1933d) ity (s = 0.3922d) ity (s =
0.1933d) 0.3922d)
2.1371E-01 0.5317 0.368461 0.2787 0.285331
2.4933E-01 0.5043 0.351462 0.2726 0.272745
3.2057E-01 0.4841 0.334469 0.2221 0.261154
3.5619E-01 0.4847 0.330647 0.2126 0.258913
3.9181E-01 0.4579 0.328485 0.1994 0.257868
4.2743E-01 0.4643 0.327362 0.1664 0.257538
4.6305E-01 0.3762 0.326880 0.1219 0.257620
4.9867E-01 0.3103 0.326779 0.0806 0.257922
5.2360E-01 0.1789 0.326842  0.0630 0.258199
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B.38 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 6D, s 1 = 0, d/D = 0.5, 0.75, 1, square
arrangement for the boundary particles. (See A.59).
V d/D =
0.5
d/D =
0.75 1
Richman
(d/D =
0.5)
Richman
(d/D =
0.75)
Richman
(NI) = 1)
Slip Velocity
2.0362E-01 0.4983 0.412739
2.1156E-01 0.8537  0.636905
2.2163E-01 0.6860 0.489904
2.6180E-01 0.5265 0.383886
2.6444E-01 0.8268 0.608637
3.1733E-01 0.8389 0.592930
3.3244E-01 0.6903 0.451535
3.4907E-01 0.4624 0.367189
3.8785E-01 0.6941 0.445427
3.9667E-01 0.8662 0.581955
4.0724E-01 0.3701 0.363652
4.1555E-01 0.6788 0.443791
4.4326E-01 0.6939 0.442743
4.4955E-01 0.8840 0.578881
4.6542E-01 0.3286 0.362556
4.9451E-01 0.3038 0.362460
4.9867E-01 0.6686 0.441758
5.0905E-01 0.1938 0.362478
5.2360E-01 0.78 0.5484 0.1238 0.577112 0.441608 0.362525
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B.39 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 4D, dID =1, s 1 = 0, triangular arrangement for
the boundary particles. The dotted line is from the theoretical work of Richman [20].
Solids lines are the third order polynomial curve fits. (See A.60) .
v Slip Velocity (s = Richman
0.0755d) (s = 0.0755d)
2.1817E-01 0.712 0.564972
2.7271E-01 0.6594 0.539588
3.2725E-01 0.6474 0.526734
3.8179E-01 0.6249 0.520584
4.3633E-01 0.5926 0.517906
4,9087E-01 0.5863 0.517906
5.0178E-01 0.5627 0.516889
5.2360E-01 0.5882 0.516821
B.40 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.8, H = 6D, dID =1, s 1 = 0, triangular arrangement for
the boundary particles. The dotted line is from the theoretical work of Richman [20].
Solids lines are the third order polynomial curve fits. (See A.61).
v Slip Velocity (s = Richman
0.07656d) (s = 0.07656d)
2.3271E-01 0.5865 0.555951
2.6180E-01 0.5728 0.542862
2.9089E-01 0.5981 0.533719
3.4907E-01 0.5729 0.523154
4.0724E-01 0.5831 0.518500
4.6542E-01 0.5715 0.516731
4.9451E-01 0.5886 0.516407
5.2360E-01 0.5916 0.516295
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B.41 Layer slip velocity. e = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9. H = 6D, dID =1, s 1 = 0.2d, square
arrangement for the boundary particles. The dotted line is from the theoretical work
of Richman [20]. Solids lines are the third order polynomial curve fits. (See A.62).
v e = 0.7 e = 0.8 e = 0.9 Richman
2.0362E-01 0.43675 0.1769 0.310202
2.3271E-01 0.2854 0.1403 0.297689
2.4725E-01 0.37641 0.293188
2.6180E-01 0.385 0.1313 0.289574
3.4907E-01 0.37527 0.1865 0.1072 0.279330
4.0724E-01 0.25879 0.1229 0.0312 0.277919
4.6542E-01 0.0842 0.278057
5.0905E-01 0.0897 0.278558
5.2360E-01 0.09025 0.03745 -0.0291 0.278754
APPENDIX C
SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES
Ca Sample input file
$var np =	 52	 $Total number of particles in cell
$var bdry =	 1	 $flag for boundry type (1;cubic, 2;tringular)
$var nxby0 =
	 4	 $No of boundary particles in x-dir. at y = 0
$var nzby0 =
	
4	 $No of boundary particles in y-dir. at y = 0
$var nxbyl =
	
4	 $No of boundary particles in x-dir. at ycell
$var nzbyl =
	 4	 $No of boundary particles in x-dir. at ycell
$var nout =
	 0	 $number of time to print out results
$var nczero =
	 0	 $number of collisions before start cum. ave.
$var ncmax =	 0	 $number of collisions during entire run
$var ntcol =
	 40	 $number of time steps during a collision
$var nvel =	 60	 $number of intervals for vel. distrib.
$var nyzone =	 20	 $number of y zones
$var itervm =	 1	 $max iterations per time step
$var icoord =	 0	 $flag for coordinates print out
$var itty =
	
0	 $flag for tty interaction
$var ixyz	 0	 $flag to read initial coords of fixed & boundary
particles
$var istart	 0	 $ flag for restart
$var tmax =	 20	 $max time for calculation
$var dt =
	
0	 . $time step
$var dtout =	 2	 $time interval for printing out results
$var dtdump =	 2	 $time interval for dumping
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$var tzero = 8.0
$var search = 1.0
$var ycell = 8
$var xyrat = 1.0
$var zyrat = 1.0
$var vave = 2.2e+01
field is imposed
$var vseed = 0.9
$var vxzero = 0.0
$var vyzero = -0.0
$var slcn1 = 1.0e+06
$var elast = 0.8
$var slope = 0.
$var ratk = 0.8
$var fmu = 0
$var fmub = 0
$var power = 0.3333333
$var rmassz = 1.0
$var gravx = 0.
$var gravy = 0.
$var vxby0 = -16.
$var vxbyl = 16.
$var draddt = 20.
$var number(1) = 52
$var radius(1) = 1.0
$ $var finis = 1.
$restart long-term cum. ave.
$search distance for near neighbors
$cell height
$ratio for xcell
$ratio for zcell
$average deviatoric transl. velocity before shear
$seed for random initial particle velocities
$initial velocity in the x-direction (ave)
$initial velocity in y-direction (ave)
$normal force coefficient
$coefficient of restitution
$alternative parameter for unloading
$ratio of tangential/normal stiffness
$coefficient of friction
$friction for boundary and fixed particles
$tangential force exponent
$mass of unit sphere
$acceleration of gravity in x direction
$acceleration of gravity in y direction
$x velocity of real boundary at y = zero
$x velocity of real boundary at y ycell
$rate of increase of particle radii
$number of particles in each group
$particle radii for each group
Send
CI Sample output file (Wall stresses)
**time = 0.0000E+00
cumulative computer time (s) = 3.3800E+01
boundary x-stress y4 = 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
boundary y-stress y40 = 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
boundary z-stress y4 = 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
**time = 2.0000E+00
cumulative computer time (s) = 7.9151E+02
boundary x-stress y4 = 1.2582E-01 1.2582E-01
boundary y-stress y4 = -5.9782E-01 -5.9781E-01
boundary z-stress y4 = 4.4017E-03 4.4016E-03
**time = 4.0000E+00
cumulative computer time (s) = 1.5347E+03
boundary x-stress
	
= 8.4539E-02 1.0518E-01
boundary y-stress y4 = -3.8644E-01 -4.9213E-01
boundary z-stress y=0 = -6.2565E-03 -9.2739E-04
**time = 6.0000E+00
cumulative computer time (s) = 2.3065E+03
boundary x-stress y4 = 8.6979E-02 9.9113E-02
boundary y-stress = -3.2626E-01 -4.3684E-01
boundary z-stress y4) = -1.7077E-02 -6.3103E-03
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C.3 Sample output file (Number of particles in each y-zone).
**time = 0.0000E+00
cumulative computer time (s) = 33800E+01
zone 1 = 1.4669E-02 1.4669E-02
zone 2 = 2.7185E+00 2.7185E+00
zone 3 = 4.3896E+00 4.3896E+00
zone 4 = 3.9616E+00 3.9616E4-00
zone 5 = 4.5555E+00 4.5555E+00
zone 6 = 3.7108E+00 3.7108E+00
zone 7 = 6.4921E-01 6.4921E-01
zone 8 = 0.0000E+00 0.0000E-1-00
**time = 2.0000E+00
cumulative computer time (s) = 7.9151E+02
zone 1 = 4.6400E-02 4.6399E-02
zone 2 = 2.0463E+00 2.0463E+00
zone 3 = 3.9474E+00 3.9474E+00
zone 4 = 3.9381E+00 3.9381E+00
zone 5 = 3.7622E+00 3.7622E+00
zone 6 = 4.1882E+00 4.1881E+00
zone 7 = 2.0386E+00 2.0386E+00
zone 8 = 3.2849E-02 3.2848E-02
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C.4 Sample output file (Particle coordinates).
**time = 0.0000E+00
cumulative computer time (s) = 3.3800E+01
i x(i)	 y(i) z(i)
1 4.8898E+00 5.1627E+00 5.3730E+00
2 4.4706E+00 2.2903E+00 3.8219E+00
3 7.4752E+00 5.4842E+00 4.2766E+00
4 1.5158E+00 2.1012E+00 3.2050E+00
5 7.6939E+00 1.9562E+00 7.6672E4-00
6 2.7495E+00 1.8640E+00 4.7611E+00
7 2.1492E+00 5.3992E+00 3.2339E+00
8 1.2348E+00 3.8711E+00 2.3167E+00
9 5.0715E-02 4.6842E+00 6.3702E+00
10 2.0156E+00 5.0199E+00 6.5543E+00
11 3.6502E+00 3.6232E+00 5.0672E+00
12 1.6671E+00 3.6160E+00 4.8074E+00
13 7.3473E-01 2.1462E+00 1.3644E+00
14 5.7993E4,00 4.7525E+00 7.7581E-01
15 3.0251E+00 3.6012E+00 3.1665E+00
16 1.5332E-01 2.3261E+00 5.0185E+00
17 6.7493E+00 2.3765E+00 1.4356E+00
18 6.9259E-01 3.6976E+00 7.9871E+00
19 6.7000E+00 4.2266E+00 2.8889E+00
20 6.8102E+00 5.8374E+00 7.4338E+00
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C.5 Sample output file ( Mean x-velocity in each y-zone).
**time = 0.0000E+00
cumulative computer time (s) = 3.3800E+01
mean total x vel zone 1 = -1.3432E+01 -1.3432E+01
mean total x vel zone 2 = -4.7442E-02 -4.7442E-02
mean total x vel zone 3 = 7.1260E-01 7.1260E-01
mean total x vel zone 4 = -2.6954E+00 -2.6954E4-00
mean total x vel zone 5 = -1.2135E+00 -1.2135E+00
mean total x vel zone 6 = 2.5781E+00 2.5781E+00
mean total x vel zone 7 = 5.9110E+00 5.9110E+00
mean total x vel zone 8 = 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
mean total x ye! = 1.1102E-16 1.1102E-16
**time = 2.0000E+00
cumulative computer time (s) = 7.9151E+02
mean total x vel zone 1 = -8.5601E+00 -8.5601E+00
mean total x vel zone 2 = -6.8240E+00 -6.8238E+00
mean total x vel zone 3 = -6.0477E+00 -6.0475E+00
mean total x vel zone 4 = -3.2981E+00 -3.2981E+00
mean total x vel zone 5 = -7.1480E-01 -7.1482E-01
mean total x vel zone 6 = 1.8905E+00 1.8905E+00
mean total x vel zone 7 = 3.4674E+00 3.4675E+00
mean total x vel zone 8 = 5.6264E+00 5.6264E+00
mean total x vel = -1.9370E+00 -1.9369E+00
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APPENDIX D
ALGORITHMS
Include s3dscmm(s3dscmm contains the
common, equivalence,
dimension and declaration
statements)
Open input file "i3ds", and outfiles "zo3ds", "zvel", "zposition",
"zenergy", "ztensor", "zpack", "zxvel", "zedot", "zbstress",
"zgtx", "zgty", "zgtz".
DATAIN
Read Input Data
D.1 General structure of particle dynamics simulation
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D.1 (continued)
268
DUMPREAD
Read data from dump file "d3ds"
and restart the simulation
INIT
Initialize all Parameters
INncumi
Initialize Short-Time cumulative averages
INITCUM2
Initialize Long-Time cumulative averages
V 
FINDRAD
Finds maximum allowable particles
radii at t = 0, and increases radii)
each time step thereafter until it
reaches radz(i).
Write run information to unit 3
D.1 (Continued)
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FORCES
Calculate interparticle forces and collisional
contributions to the stress tensors
INTEG1
Integrate Equations to find v at time t
DIAGNOST
Calculate diagnostics at time t
INITSTEP
Initialize for Integration
step at time = t
Save results in separate output files
Call Initcum2
DATASAVE
Update linked list for
near neighbors of particle "i"
t > tout-dtout-d
T
UPDATE
D.1 (Continued)
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Continue
Integration
for new time
INTEG2
Finish leap-frog integration: calculate vt+112 xt+1/2
Increment time step: t = nstep * dt
Increment dump time
tdump tdump + dtdump
Create Open Dump File, Unit 4
Write length of each data block in dump
file for consistency check
Write characters to dumpfile
Write linklist variables to dumpfile
Write blank common to dumpfile
Close dumpfile after each time written
Test for continued integration when not in tty-interactive mode
T
STOP
END
FINDRAD
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Find maximum allowable radii
Save parameters for actual run
irad = 0
iextra = 0
T
update linked list of near neighbor
Read input data from "i3ds"
Return to MAIN
Call UPDATE
D.2 Flow chart for radii expansion
update linked list of near neighbor
Continue adjusting particle
coordinates
Increase radii with constant
rate "draddt*dt"
Call UPDATE
irad = 1
initialize short-term averages
Call INITCUM2
initialize long-term averages
D.2 (continued)
Return to MAIN
272
D.2 (continued)
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integrate equations of motion at
time t+dt
Call INTEG1
integrate equations of motion at
start of current time step
calculate interparticle forces
initialize integration step
Call INITSTEP
Call FORCES
iextra = iextra + 1
Call INTEG2
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